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IN MEMORY OF MY FELLOW ARTIST AND FRIEND, NANCY CORNELIUS 
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IT MAY TAKE A VILLAGE TO RAISE A CHILD, but it take, , whole lot mme 

than that to write a book. My thanks, gratitude, and admiration go to a host 

of people, including my family, who remained nice to me even when I didn't 

deserve it. Ed Detwiller is a whiz as a furniture maker and carpenter, and it 

shows in several of the furniture projects. Colleen Tonkin is a wonderful 

patternmaker, fitter, and cutter-and on top of that, she is my hand model. 

Nadia Nedashkovskiy is a flawless seamstress who works like the wind. 

Yvonne Ringle did the beautiful beadwork on the evening wrap I designed. 

Sherry Lacabanne did a fabulous job on the home dec sewing front, with 

goodwill and speed. Dana Bontrager and Diane Ericson are friends, artists, 

and businesswomen, who supply my creative fire. Marcy Tilton is also a 

friend and artist who inspires me. 

The following companies have been very generous with information and 

products: Nova Color, Jacquard Products, Hot Potatoes, Things Japanese, 

ReVisions, and Purrfection Artistic Wearables. 

The unsung heroes are the people who actually produced the book. 

My kudos to the creative folks at The Taunton Press; my editor, Dorcas 

Comstock; and photographers, Ken Gutmaker and Jack Deutsch. Your skill 

and genius is incredible. To all of you, thanks! 
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introduction 

I T HAS BEEN SAID THAT TECHNO LOGY gi= u' 

the way to live, but art gives us the reason for 

living. Art, in all its forms, enriches us: It chal

lenges us, it amuses us, it creates interest, and 

best of all, it gives us pleasure. Art just makes 

us happy. It is my theory that we embellish the 

things in our lives to give ourselves pleasure. 

What better reason could there be? 

In this book, I'll be showing you some 

ways to embellish your clothing and your 

home. The techniques covered include paint

ing, stenciling, stamping, and embossing. 

Decidedly, the examples selected reflect my 

personal style and design ethic, but the tech

niques described are universal and can be 

applied with your preferences in mind. 

For an artist, some of the greatest plea

sures and successes come from asking, 

"What if...?" Before writing this book, I had 

never considered making a leather-covered 

table. Now, I'll never be without one-or more! 

Painted furniture is another potential canvas. 

Hmmm. How about trying . . .  on my bookcase? 

What if.. . ?  Fabrics, of course, are a natural 

choice for embellishment. The techniques 

described in this book can be applied to the 

filmiest silks and heaviest split cowhide with 

equal success. 

Nurture your own creativity. Start asking 

yourself, "What if...?" Try new materials and 

experiment with different mediums. The end 

result may take on different forms, but the root 

ideas will remain the same. 

Feel free to adapt the projects you see here 

to please yourself. Experiment, have fun, and 

enjoy the results. 
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HEN EMBARKING ON A NEW JOURNEY, it's helpful to have some road 

maps. The sections in this chapter are just that-guides to help you along the 

way. Beginning with the section on color, you'll learn a bit about color theory 

and why color works the way it does, as well as about particular color combi

nations and relationships. Having an understanding of color will make you a 

stronger artist. But don't worry, there's enough information to help you suc

ceed, but not so much you'll feel overwhelmed. 

When you get an idea for a project, it's sometimes difficult to translate that 

idea into a finished project. The section on developing an idea outlines some 

simple, concrete steps to focus and channel your creativity and to make your 

idea happen. 

Finally, you'll learn about my medium of choice-acrylic paint. Acrylic 

paint is versatile, readily available, and comes in a huge variety of colors and 

finishes-there's certainly something for everyone. With all this in mind, let's 

get started! 



COLOR TALK 
While exploring the San Francisco Museum of 

Modern Art, I was struck by this 1914 quote by 

artist Paul Klee: "Color possesses me. I don't 

have to pursue it. It will possess me always, I 

know it. That is the meaning of this happy 

hour. Color and I are one. I am a painter." 

Although color may not evoke the same degree 

of passion in each of us, we can hardly deny 

its impact. Every aspect of our lives is influ

enced by color. Color is descriptive and evoca

tive. It can remind us of other times, other 

places, other things. It can be powerful, or it 

can be subtle. It can stimulate us, or it can 

soothe us. It can create and modulate mood. 

Basic color concepts 

The subtle tone-on-tone 

stamped fabric on the 

chair cushion provides a 

contrast to the vibrant 

colors of the painted book

case without competing 

or overwhelming. Wicker, 

silk fabric, and copper add 

textural interest. 

Before an artist or a craftsperson can fully 

engage the power and subtlety of color, he or 

she must first have some understanding of 

color theory. You probably already have an 

intuitive sense of "what works," but it may 

surprise you to learn that there are principles 

that explain why various color combinations 

do work. Having a better understanding of 

how color works will vastly increase your cre

ative skills. Without going into scientific detail, 

let's explore some basic concepts and develop a 

u-color wheel. 

THE COLOR WHEEL In 1770 Moses Harris 

defined red, yellow, and blue as the three 

GETT I N G  S TARTED 7 



12-Color Wheel 

WARM 
between their corresponding 

primary colors. 

This leaves six spaces 

blank in a 12-color wheel. 

These spaces are filled with 

the tertiary colors, which are 

created by mixing together a 

primary color and a neigh

boring secondary color. 

Thus we have yellow

orange, red-orange, red

purple, blue-purple, blue

green, and yellow-green. 

Primary Yellow 

When correctly posi

tioned, the primary, second

ary, and tertiary colors cre

ate what is known as the 

natural spectrum. COOL 

primary colors; that is, those colors that cannot 

be created by mixing other colors. He placed 

these colors an equal distance apart in a circu

lar pattern to create a color wheel. 

In the 1800s Johann Itten added secondary 

and tertiary colors to the color wheel. The 

secondary colors-orange, purple, and green-are 

created by mixing two primary colors: red and 

yellow make orange, blue and red make pur

ple, and blue and yellow make green. The sec

ondary colors are added to the color wheel 

8 GETT I N G  S T A R T ED 

HUE, SATURATION, VALUE Let's continue 

now to hue, which is the same thing as color. 

Hue is any color except black and white. 

Saturation, or chroma, indicates the intensity 

of a color. For example, red has a higher satu

ration than pink, which is red mixed with 

white, or than maroon, which is red mixed 

with black. Highly saturated colors are pure, 

vivid, and rich. Colors with little noticeable 

white or black added are called bright. 



Hue, Saturation, Value 

Value is the lightness or 

darkness of a color. Value is 

created by adding white to a 

color, which results in a tint, 

such as pink. Pale colors are 

tints containing large amounts 

of white. Light colors are 

mostly white with only small 

amounts of hue added. 

Adding black to a color 

produces a shade, such as 

maroon. Medium value col-

ors, or tones, have various 

proportions of both black and 

white. These are always more 

subdued than the original 

color. Now you know what 

"toned down" really means. 

HOT AND COLD COLORS Hot and warm col

ors are based in red. Hot colors are attention 

grabbing and stimulating. The addition of vari

ous amounts of yellow softens hot colors to a 

warm range; warm colors feel inviting and 

comforting. 

Hot/Warm Colors 

Cold and cool colors are based in blue and 

green. Cold colors can feel frigid and austere, 

but cool colors that contain blends of yellow 

and red are viewed as tranquil and soothing. 

Cold/Cool Colors 

G E T T I N G  S T A R T E D  9 



Warm colors register on the human eye 

before cool colors do, which is why warm col

ors seem to advance, and cool colors seem to 

recede. Usually, one of the color temperature 

ranges will feel more comfortable to you 

because of your personal coloring. 

Basic color schemes 
To see how colors work together and gain 

impact, let's take a look at some color schemes, 

beginning with the most basic, a primary color 

scheme. 

PRIMARY A primary color scheme combines 

pure red, yellow, or blue. The combination is 

clear and forceful, as exemplified in paintings 

by Piet Mondrian. 

Primary Color Scheme 

10 G E T T I N G  S TA RT E D  

SECONDARY A secondary color scheme uses the 

secondary hues of orange, green, and purple. A 

combination using these colors feels fresh, and 

the colors can be modulated into subtle tints 

and shades. 

Secondary Color Scheme 

TERTIARY TRIAD Just to make things more 

interesting, there are two tertiary triad combina

tions, which are composed of three colors equal 

distances apart on the color wheel. These com

binations are red-purple, yellow-orange, and 

blue-green; and red-orange, yellow-green, and 

blue-purple (see the 12-Color Wheel on p. 8). 

COMPLEMENTARY A complementary color 

scheme uses two colors that are directly oppo

site each other on the color wheel; for example, 



Complementary Color 

green and red. This opposition creates a visual 

balance and, at the same time, makes each of 

the individual colors appear more vivid. 

SPLIT COMPLEMENTARY Even more pleasing 

to the eye than a complementary scheme is the 

split complementary. Simply put, this is a trio 

containing one color and the two colors on 

either side of the first color's complement; for 

example, yellow, blue-purple, and red-purple. 

Split Complementary Color Scheme 

ANALOGOUS An analogous color scheme is 

made up of any three hues-or the tints and 

shades of those hues-that are next to each 

other on the color wheel. This type of color 

scheme is pleasing to the eye. 

Analogous Color Scheme 

MONOC HROMATIC A monochromatic color 

scheme is a peaceful one. It consists of any sin

gle hue in combination with any of its shades 

or tints. 

Monochromatic Color Scheme 

G E T T I N G  S T A R T E D  1 1  



Color Tidbits 

he more you learn about the power and su btlety of color, the more 

eas i ly you ' l l  be able to ach i eve successf u l  resu lts. Here are a few 

i nteresti ng facts: 

...... O n ly about 80% of the v isual  s ignals from the eye 

go to the bra i n ;  the other 20% go to the pituitary 

g land . When we see the color red , epi nephr ine  is 

released from the pituitary, caus i ng a host of physio log

ical  responses such as i ncreased heart rate. No wonder 

red "gets" to us . 

...... If a tone an d  a shade of the sa me color are next to 

each other, the tone appears I ighter an d  the shade 

appears darker. For exa mple, p lac i ng a maroon stamp on a p i n k  back

ground wi l l  make the color of the stamp seem more i ntense (top photo) . 

12 G E TT I N G  S T AR T E D  

...... You c a n  create movement, o r  d i mensio n ,  on a flat sur

face by grad i ng a color from I ight to dark or from dark to 

l ight-or both . 

...... When a color is p laced aga i nst a darker color, it seems 

I ighter; when the same color is  p laced aga i nst a l ighter 

color, i t  appears darker (center photo) . 

...... L i m it i ng a color to a particular feature of a project g ives 

that color more s ign if icance. L ikewise, us ing a s i ngle i mage 

on a project has more i mpact than usi ng the same image i n  

a n  a l l over pri nt, a s  shown i n  the photo of the Hot Sa lsa 

S k i rt o n  p .  8l. 

...... If somet h i ng is usu a l ly seen i n  a part icular color range 

(for example,  green leaves), a cha nge i n  its color d raws 

the eye and can be confusi ng.  However, that cha nge ca n 

a lso be used pu rposef u l ly for effect: B l ue leaves m ight look 

odd in a landscape , but they certain ly make a stri k i ng 

graph i c  ( bottom photo). 

I 



NEUTRAL A neutral color scheme is soft 

because it consists of colors that have been 

neutralized by the addition of their respective 

complements. Tinting, toning, and shading further 

expand the neutral color palette. 

Neutral Color Scheme 

ACHROMATIC Finally, there is the achromatic, 

or "without color," scheme, which consists of 

black, white, and all the grays that can be cre

ated through tinting and shading of hues. 

Adding small amounts of red, yellow, or blue 

varies the perceived color temperature and 

makes the gray feel warm or cool. 

Knowledge of color schemes can help you 

create visual harmony. When you're not sure 

Achromatic Colors 

about your color choices, if you want to punch 

up a combination, or if something just seems a 

little "off," don't become overwhelmed. Just 

take another look through this section to get 

yourself back on track. 

DEVELOPING AN IDEA 
Sometimes creativity is inspired by images you 

just happen upon, such as the photo of a rug I 

noticed while flipping through the pages of a 

home furnishings catalog. The moment I saw 

that photo, I knew exactly how I wanted to 

decorate my entire sunroom. From the photo, I 

created the motif shown above; turn to p. 36 to 

see the way I used it in the sunroom. Spend 

some time thumbing through your favorite 

magazines and catalogs; you're sure to find 

inspiration for a single item or a whole room. 

G E T T I N G  S TAR T E D 13 



Select the color 

palette for the image 

you'd l ike to paint, 

then transfer the 

sketched image to 

the prepared surface 

of your project. 

From impulse to execution 
Moving from an idea to a completed project 

can be overwhelming, so let's demystify and 

simplify the process using a real-life example. 

We'll take a look at how I transformed a plain, 

natural finish oak bookcase into the central 

theme of my sunroom, beginning with the rug 

photo I fell in love with. Here are six easy 

steps to lead you through the process. The 

photo above shows the various materials I 

worked with; refer to this photo as you read 

the following. 

1. Begin by enlarging the image to see the 

detail. In my case, I enlarged the catalog photo 

of the rug. If your image is in color, then make 

a color copy. Also make a black-and-white 

14 G E T T I N G  S TAR T E D 

copy to see the color value; that is, how lights 

and darks register against each other. You can 

see my copies in the upper left portion of the 

photo. Value can be seen clearly in black and 

white, and this information is helpful when 

proceeding with the next step. 

2 . Select your color palette, keeping in mind 

color value. Then estimate the amount of paint 

you'll need, using the coverage amounts indi

cated on the paint labels as a guide. Transfer 

some of each color paint to squeeze bottles so 

that you won't have to stop and open a can 

every time more paint is needed. 

3. Prep the surface of the item you'll be paint

ing, as described in chapter 2, pp. 2r29. At this 



point, I prepped the wood and applied a base 

coat to the bookcase. Note the underside of the 

shelves below, which I painted a lighter color 

to reflect more light. 

4. Cut a piece of paper to the size of the 

design. There are two ways to get the image 

onto the paper: You can freehand sketch the 

image to fill the space as desired. Or, if you 

need more guidance, draw the image using a 

grid. First, pencil in a grid on your photocopy, 

then draw an enlarged grid on the paper that 

has been cut to size. Look at each box of the 

small grid separately, then sketch the design 

lines into the corresponding box of the large 

grid. When you are done-presto! a completed 

picture. With either method, you will have the 

design outline. To check your drawing before 

you begin painting, fill in the design with 

colored pens or pencils. You can see how I did 

this in the lower right portion of the photo on 

the facing page. 

5 . Trace this sketched image onto tracing 

paper that has been cut to size. Transfer the 

image to the prepared surface using graphite 

paper, which comes in both light (for use on 

dark backgrounds) and dark (for use on light 

backgrounds) shades (see the upper right 

portion of the photo on the facing page) . Place 

a sheet of graphite paper between the tracing 

paper and the prepared surface, then trace the 

design lines with a stylus or a mechanical pen

cil without lead. 

Artist's 1nsisht Often you can create 

additional interest by reversing a design 

or motif, or using only a portion of it. 

To reverse a motif, just turn your tracing 

paper over before you transfer the 

design to the prepared surface. 

6. Apply paint to your transferred design, 

using the original image and colored drawing 

as guides. Let the paint dry thoroughly. After 

the paint is dry, if your project is wood, seal it 

with two coats of varnish to protect the finish, 

as I did to protect my bookcase. 

G E T T I N G  S TAR T ED 15 
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From so-so to sensational 
Don't be afraid to take a creative leap after 

being struck by inspiration. Rather, build on 

that initial idea (as I did), using it as a spring

board to decorate an entire room. 

In need of more shelf space? Paint a lO-foot

long bookshelf with the same pattern. 

Need a table? Paint an outdoor tray table 

and set it beside the chair. 

Bored by plain white cushions on your 

chairs? Cover them with citron dupioni silk or 

linen and stamp or stencil the fabric in tone

on-tone color. 

Need yet another table? No problem. Paint 

the base of a secondhand find and cover the 

top with a sheet of copper. You can see where 

this is going. And it all started with one little 

picture. (For the completed bookcase and a 

view of the sunroom, see the photo on p. 36.) 

WORKING WITH ACRYLICS 
In this book, I've limited the projects to those 

created with acrylic mediums: paint, ink, and 

stain. There are several reasons for this, not 

the least of which is environmental concern. 

Acrylic mediums are less hazardous than many 

other mediums, and cleanup is a snap with 

just soap and water or rubbing alcohol. 



Types of acrylic paints 

and finishes 
Acrylic paints work well on almost any sur

face, including fabric, leather, suede, and wood. 

The paints dry quickly and are practically 

odorless. And they are readily available in a 

huge variety of colors and finishes, including 

opaque, transparent, metallic, iridescent 

with transparent paint and glazed with a light 

metallic bronze finish, see the photo of the 

Jungle-Influenced Bookcase on p. 38. 

Paint additives 
There are products you can add to acrylic paint 

to affect different aspects of its workability. 

(pearlescent), and interference. EXTENDER To slow the drying time of paint 

and increase the length of time it can be left 

OPAQUE PAINT This type of paint completely on the palette without drying out, add extender 

obscures what it covers so that little or none of medium (also called retarder or gel retarder) to 

the underlying finish shows. the paint as shown below, following the manu-

TRANSPARENT PAINT Transparent paint is 

sheer and provides a view of what it covers. 

An example of this would be the wood grain 

showing through on a piece of furniture. 

REFLECTIVE FINISHES These finishes include 

metallic, iridescent (pearlescent), and interfer

ence paints, which reflect light by means of an 

additive combined with the paint. Examples 

of these additives are mica and metal flakes. 

facturer's instructions. 

Acrylic iridescent mediums achieve a pearlized Adding extender can change the color of the 

finish by the addition of mica flakes to the paint. The more extender that is used, the 

base color. Interference colors are like iridescent lighter and more transparent the paint color. 

colors, but they have a softly colored pearlized For example, the darker paint swash at the top 

finish rather than the silvery pearl of iridescent of the photo on p. 18 shows paint that has 

colors. For an example of a project painted been diluted with extender in a 1:1 ratio, and 

G E T T I N G  S TAR T E D 17 



the lighter swash at the bottom shows paint 

diluted in a 1:5 ratio. 

FABRIC MEDIUM To increase adhesion and 

open time (the time before the paint sets) and 

to enhance the workability of the paint when 

painting on fabric, add fabric medium (some

times called textile medium) to the paint, 

according to the manufacturer's instructions. 

Adding fabric medium has other advantages: It 

reduces or eliminates the stiffness, running, and 

bleeding associated with acrylic-painted fabric 

and prevents skipping and scrubbing, which 

give an uneven look to rough-textured fabrics. 

There are several brands of textile medium 

on the market, and all work well. Fabric me

dium can be added directly to the palette to 

blend with color, but usually it is added to the 

paint in a ratio of 1:2; that is, 1 part medium to 

2 parts paint. Changing this ratio creates differ

ent effects. For example, to get transparent dye-

18 G E T TI N G S TAR T E D 

like washes or watercolor effects, blend in a 

5:1 ratio with paint; that is, 5 parts medium to 

1 part paint. 

Artist's Insisht I like to premix fabric 

medium with the paint and test it on 

scraps of the fabric I plan to use. 

Using acrylics on fabrics 
Acrylics adhere well to porous surfaces and 

not so well to shiny, slick ones. Always pre

wash washable fabrics to remove sizing and 

other finishes. Once painted fabric is dry and 

heat-set, it is machine-washable, providing the 

fiber is meant to be washed. To heat-set fabric, 

see chapter 2, p. 34. 

Using acrylics on leather 
Acrylics are also easy to use on leather and 

suede, and because these materials are slightly 

textured, they'll add another element to the 

painted effect. However, suede and leather can't 

be heat-set like fabric. For these, I use a hair 



dryer on the high temperature setting for a few 

minutes. Even on projects that I completed 

years ago, I've had no trouble with the images 

fading, flaking, or peeling. 

Using acrylics on wood 
Wood surfaces need to be prepared properly 

before they can be decorated. Finished wood 

furniture needs to be cleaned and stripped of 

waxes or oils. It may also need light sanding 

with fine-grade sandpaper to remove surface 

imperfections or to dull a glossy finish. After 

sanding, wipe with a tack cloth to remove 

dust. Alternatively, use liquid sandpaper, 

according to the manufacturer's instructions. 

After completing the decorative part of the 

project, seal it with at least two coats of trans

parent protective coating (varnish) . Be sure to 

follow the manufacturer's instructions. See 

chapter 2, p. 35, for more details on varnishing 

wood. You can add layers of paint on top of 

the varnish if you decide to add to your 

design. Always finish up with a few final 

layers of varnish to protect your work. 

Paint perception 
The same paint will look different when 

applied to different surfaces, textures, and col

ored backgrounds. For this reason, be sure to 

test any paint you plan to use on a sample of 

the fabric or other surface you plan to paint. 

The photo above shows what different 

types of finishes look like on different surfaces. 

Starting at top left, transparent metallic paint 

on a pipe section, opaque paint on wood lath, 

transparent and opaque paint on linen fabric, 

metallic paint on a piece of metal, and trans

parent paint on fiberboard. 

Due to the nature of different fibers and 

how they are woven, the same color paint and 

the same image will appear slightly different on 

different fabrics. Below, you can see how the 

same color paint looks when applied to (from 

left) cotton, silk, and linen. 

G E T T l N G  S TAR T ED 19 
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ICKING UP A PAINTBRUSH TO PAINT FREEHAND can be intimidating, but don't 

be daunted. Even if you haven't held a brush since kindergarten, you can pro

duce beautiful images with a little practice. The information in this chapter 

will help you master basic painting techniques. You will learn what supplies 

are needed, which brushes to use, how to make different brushstrokes, and 

how to prepare, handpaint, and finish a project. 

To spark your imagination, I have included a variety of handpainted furni

ture and garments that you can duplicate using these techniques, but please 

don't limit yourself to the projects presented here. Instead, personalize your 

home and wardrobe with images that appeal to you. If you have a hard time 

visualizing images, try adapting images from everyday sources, such as photo

graphs, postcards, greeting cards, and magazines. For example, the initial idea 

for the motifs used on the silk dupioni vest shown on p. 40 came from a 

greeting card; the stylized, brilliantly colored critters simply grew from there. 

I made the garment in silk, which gives it a more luxurious quality than if a 

more common fabric had been selected. The lesson to learn from this is not 

to limit yourself to the fabrics you're familiar with: A vest only takes a yard 



Purchase brushes in different sizes and shapes to serve particular purposes. Clean the brushes in warm, soapy 

water or alcohol; rinse them in  clear water; and shape the bristles while still damp. Allow to a ir-dry, then store 

the brushes as shown above. 

or so of material, so an investment in a luxury 

fabric like silk won't break the bank. 

Take a look at the finished pieces included 

in the Painting Gallery, pp. 36-43, to get some 

ideas, then pick up a paintbrush and make a 

beautiful project of your own. 

MATERIALS AND SUPPLIES 
Although painting doesn't require special train

ing to achieve successful results, you'll be more 

pleased with your work if you have a basic 

knowledge of what tools and materials to use 

and how to use them. 

Paintbrushes 
Good quality brushes make painting a pleasure, 

so buy the best you can afford and take care of 

them. Use brushes designed specifically for 

acrylic paint or those for both acrylic and oil 

paint; these come in a variety of sizes and 

shapes. To learn about specific types of brushes, 

see Types of Brushes on p. 25. You don't need 
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a different brush for every task, but it makes 

sense to use a brush appropriate for what you 

are painting. The size of the brush should fit 

the task: It takes a long time to fill in a big 

image using a small brush. Before using a new 

brush for the first time, rinse it in water to 

remove the sizing that protects the bristles dur

ing shipping. 

Add to your brush collection as you are 

able. I've added a variety of brushes over the 

years and continue to collect different sizes 

and shapes. Stiff, short-bristled nylon brushes, 

called scrubbers, work well on heavy-weight and 

textured fabrics. Softer brushes are good for 

painting on finely woven and knit fabrics. 

Sponge brushes are good all-purpose brushes 

that come in a variety of widths, are inexpen

sive, and can be discarded when the project is 

completed. 

Acrylic paint 
The consistency of the acrylic paint you use is 

very important, so be sure to use good quality 

paint with the consistency of thick cream. You 

can thin a too-thick paint with water or with 

one of the painting mediums. If you use water 

for thinning, add the water a little at a time 

because too much water will break down the 

integrity of the paint. Fabric mediums retain 

the quality of the color, but the color becomes 
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more sheer as more medium is added to 

the paint. 

High temperatures and humidity or exces

sive cold adversely affect the qualities of the 

paint, so take into consideration the conditions 

before starting your project. For more informa

tion on the types and finishes of acrylic paint, 

see chapter 1, p. 17 

Fabric medium 
Adding fabric medium (sometimes called textile 

medium) to the paint increases the adhesion of 

the paint and the "open time"; that is, the time 

before the paint sets. Fabric medium also helps 

eliminate the stiffness, running, and bleeding 

associated with painted fabric, and it helps pre

vent skipping and scrubbing, which give an 

uneven look to rough-textured surfaces. Before 

you begin your project, mix different ratios of 

paint to fabric medium to see what works best 

for you. Although water can be used to thin 

the paint, it will weaken the color intensity 

much more than a fabric medium will. For 

more information on using fabric medium, see 

chapter 1, p. 18. 

Extender 
Adding extender medium to the paint slows 

drying time and increases the length of time 

paint can be left on the palette. You can use 



Types of Brushes 

Practice your painting technique with different brushes to determine which 
ones give you the desired effect. 

FLAT BRUSHES 
Flat brushes are versatile; they are used for filling in areas, for shading, and 

for making decorative strokes. The rectangular shape makes a stroke the 

width of the bristles or, if held in a perpendicular position, a fine line (see 

photo a). 

ROUND BRUSHES 
The fine-point tip of a round brush makes it easier to produce short, crisp 

lines and to get into small areas. Changes in pressure on the bristles will cre

ate varied strokes, from thick to thin (see photo b). Round brushes are also 

used for filling in wide areas (see photo c). C 

LINER BRUSHES 
Liner brushes have fine tips and are used for lettering and painting details. 

For best results when using a liner brush, thin paint to an inklike consistency 

to get a smooth application. Load the brush fully, but don't twist the bristles 

in the paint, which can distort the tip. To paint, hold the tip of the brush per

pendicular to the surface being painted (see photo d). 

FILBERT BRUSHES 
Filbert brushes are flat, wide-bristle brushes with tapered tips. These brushes 

are terrific for filling in large areas (see photo e). Because the filbert brush 

has a tapered tip, it also offers control when adding detail (see photo f). 

FAN BRUSHES 
The tip of a fan brush is flattened by the ferrule and separates into segments 

when paint is applied. Paint can be applied with the brush tips to create a 

crescent-shaped pattern, or the tips can be dragged for a more whimsical 

look (see photos g and h). 



extender as the diluent (diluting agent) for 

floating, shading, and highlighting (described 

on p. 33), and to thin paint to a more transpar

ent state without altering the color. You can 

also use extender along with fabric medium to 

increase open, or drying, time when painting 

on fabric. For more information on using 

extender, see chapter 1, p. 17-

Palette 
You'll need a palette to hold the paint while 

you work. Plastic or plastic-coated paper plates 

make inexpensive palettes. When you are 

through painting, just discard the plate and 

start fresh next time. Shallow disposable food 

trays also work well. 

Artist's lns;'ght I always use a white 

palette so that I can see color blends 

more easily. 

Other supplies 

In addition to the supplies listed above, keep a 

water container handy to rinse your brushes, 

and have paper towels ready to absorb excess 

moisture. Wear latex gloves, if desired, to pro

tect your hands from stains, and wear an 

apron to protect your clothes against splatters. 
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CHOOSING A PROJECT 
There are a range of options when selecting 

a project for painting; the Painting Gallery, 

pp. 36-43, includes examples of handpainted 

furniture, garments, and accessories. For more 

ideas on choosing a project, see chapter 1, p. 13-
If you choose to paint a piece of furniture, you 

can either start with new, unfinished wood 

or use an old painted piece, as long as the 

surface is properly prepared (as described on 

pp. 2r2g). If you decide to paint on fabric, 

here are some guidelines to help you make 

your fabric selection. 

Choosing fabric 
I especially enjoy painting on cotton, linen, 

and silk. Paint adheres well to the surface of 

these natural fibers, and these fabrics also hold 

fine details well. Smooth, tightly woven fabrics 

allow for more detail when painting, stamping, 

or stenciling, whereas coarse, loosely woven 

fabrics, such as heavy linen, break up the 

image. Avoid using fabrics that have been 

treated with a stain-resistant finish, such as 

Scotchgard®, or with a water-resistant finish 

because these surfaces will not hold paint. 

When in doubt about a particular material

you guessed it-test a sample to see if the paint 

will adhere. 



PREPARATION 
Whether you're painting fabric or furniture, the 

surface preparation is key to a successful proj

ect and has a direct bearing on the beauty of 

your finished creation. 

Preparing fabric 

Proper preparation of fabric is critical to the 

success of your project. If you're using fabrics 

that are not washable, such as leather, wool, 

and some silks, always check paint adhesion 

by testing the paint on a sample piece of fab

ric. Whether you plan to handpaint, stencil, 

or stamp the decorative work, follow these 

easy steps. 

1. Washable fabrics should be washed to 

remove sizing and other finishes. Do not use 

fabric softeners in the rinse cycle or in the 

dryer because these interfere with paint adhe

sion. Dry the fabric and press out any wrinkles 

before proceeding. 

2. To increase adhesion and enhance the 

workability of the paint on all fabrics, add fab

ric medium according to the manufacturer's 

instructions. 

3. To absorb excess paint and help prevent 

bleeding, cover the table or work surface with 

old towels, unprinted newsprint, or muslin. 

Stretch out and pin, staple, or tape the fabric 

to the padded work surface. 

Artist's Insisht When painting a large 

piece such as a duvet cover, I set a sheet 

of plywood on top of my 42-inch by 

72-inch cutting table. For smaller projects, 

I use a cutting table or a sheet of foam 

core, padded as described. 

4. If you want to paint yardage in random 

patterns, just pick up your brush at this point 

and start painting. If you want to paint specific 

images in specific locations on an unfinished 

garment or other fabric project, use graphite 

paper to trace the pattern pieces onto the 

fabric, allowing generous seam allowances. 

Then transfer the design images onto the 

fabric. For specific information on transferring 

images, see chapter 1, p. 15. 

Preparing new wood 
The preparation of your wood piece will differ 

somewhat, depending on whether your project 

will have a stained background or a painted 

one. Regardless of which you choose, new 

wood will first need to be sanded and sealed. 

1. The surface of the wood must have a 

smooth finish. If the wood is rough, begin 
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with medium-grade sandpaper (about 120 to 

150 grit) . If it's fairly smooth, begin with an 

extrafine- or an ultrafine-grade paper (about 

320 to 400 grit) . Wipe with a tack cloth to re

move dust. Finish sanding with a 600-grit paper. 

Sand with the grain of the wood, checking to 

make sure the surface is completely smooth. 

Wipe with the tack cloth to remove all dust 

particles. See the chart on p. 30 for help on 

choosing the right grit sandpaper for the job. 

2 . If you will be painting the background, seal 

the wood with a primer-sealer. Select a light 

or dark color depending on the color of your 

background paint. If you want the wood grain 

to show through, use a pre-stain conditioner 

instead of a primer-sealer. Sealing may raise the 

grain of the wood, so allow the sealer to dry, 

sand with fine-grade paper, wipe with a tack 

cloth, then repeat the process. You can speed 

up the drying process by using a hair dryer, 

but don't hold the dryer too close, or the paint 

will bubble. 

3 . If you are staining the wood or glazing it 

with diluted paint, do this step now. Allow 

the stain or paint to dry, then lightly sand and 

wipe clean with a tack cloth. Repeat, if neces

sary. Seal with at least two coats of varnish, 

lightly sanding between coats and after the 

final coat to prepare the surface for decorative 

painting. If you are painting the background, 

apply your base coat and allow the paint to 

dry. For larger pieces, use latex acrylic paint, 

which is less expensive than the small contain

ers of decorative acrylic paint. When dry, 

lightly sand the surface and wipe clean. Repeat, 

if necessary. The wood is now ready for deco

rative painting. 

When decorating a piece of furniture, you 

can use the back of the piece as the testing 

surface for your technique-the close-up photo 

on the facing page shows how I considered 

several options before making my final choices 

for the bookcase shown on p. 38. 



Preparing painted wood 
If the paint is not in good condition, you may 

need to strip it down to bare wood and pro

ceed as for new wood. There are a variety of 

products available for stripping wood. Ask for 

product recommendations at your local paint 

store or home improvement center, and be sure 

to follow the manufacturer's instructions care-

fully. If the piece has isolated sections of loose 

paint, and you do not mind a rougher finish, 

remove loose paint with a paint scraper, then 

smooth the edges with a medium-grit sand

paper before proceeding. 

1. If the paint is in good condition, clean the 

surface of the painted wood to remove dirt 

and oil, then lightly sand with fine sandpaper. 

Wipe with a tack cloth to remove all dust par

ticles from the surface. 

Before starting a proj

ect, test paint colors 

and design motifs on 

a sample of the sur

face they will be on, 

as I did on the back of 

this bookcase. 

2 . Next, apply a base coat. If the piece is 

large, use latex acrylic paint, which is less 

expensive than the smaller containers of deco

rative acrylic paint. If the piece is small, using 

decorative acrylic paint is fine. Let dry, then 

lightly sand and wipe clean with a tack cloth. 

Repeat if necessary. The piece is now ready for 

decorative painting. 

Choosing sandpaper 
Wood pieces need to be sanded to smooth sur

face imperfections, to remove loose or peeling 

finishes, and to dull glossy surfaces to prepare 

them to accept new finishes. By sanding a 

piece properly, you'll ensure that the bond that 

forms between the paint and the surface is a 

secure one. The chart on p. 30 will help you 

choose which grade sandpaper to use and 

when to use it. Although there are many 
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Sandpaper Grades and Uses 

Grit 

Mediumll20-150 grit 

Very Fine1220 grit 

Extrafine/320 grit 

Ultrafine/400-600 grit 

Uses 

smooth or remove old paint 

light sanding between 

stain and sealer 

sanding between coats 

for final finishing 

final sanding before 

finish coat(s); wet-sanding 

grades of sandpaper available, these are the 

ones I use most often. Be sure to use a tack 

cloth and wipe in a blotting motion to remove 

particles and debris before applying your finish. 

PAINTING TECHNIQYES 
Before applying paint to fabric or wood, first 

select a brush that is appropriate for the tech

nique, then practice loading the brush and 

making clean, crisp strokes. When you have 

finished painting, wash all tools in warm, 

soapy water. Rinse well and air dry. 

Loading the brush 
Before you begin, rinse any new brushes to 

remove the sizing and make sure the paint is 

well mixed. For ease of use while working and 

to save a lot of time, transfer the paint to 

squeeze bottles. 
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1. Squeeze a small amount of paint onto 

the palette. Don't overdo it; you can always 

add more. 

2. Wet the brush before loading it with paint 

and remove the excess by gently blotting the 

brush on a paper towel, as shown below. This 

step will help the paint flow more smoothly. 

Determining how much water to leave in the 

brush is a matter of trial and error. Too much 

water will dilute the paint; however, if the 

bristles are too dry, they will absorb moisture 

from the paint and make it too thick to flow 

easily. Continue to blot the wet brush until the 

bristles lose their shiny appearance. 



3 . Load the brush by pulling paint from the 

edge of your paint puddle on the palette. 

Dipping the brush into the puddle will pick 

up too much paint and distort the tip. 

4. To distribute the paint on the bristles, make 

short, straight strokes in the same spot on your 

palette until the paint is evenly worked into 

the brush. Repeat on the other side of the 

brush. A well-loaded brush will have paint 

evenly distributed short of the ferrule (the 

metal part that joins the handle to the bristles) . 

•• 

Making brushstrokes 
Strokes are created by varying the pressure 

applied to a loaded brush. The motion comes 

from moving the arm and wrist, not the 

fingers. 

FINE LINES Begin by practicing your tech

nique with a liner brush (shown on p. 25)' 

which is invaluable for lettering, outlining, and 

other delicate detail work. Hold the liner, fully 

loaded, perpendicular to the painting surface 

and paint in a steady motion, slowing down 

when making a curve to allow the paint to 

flow smoothly. 

FILLING IN Next, practice with both round 

and flat brushes to create clean, even strokes. 

To fill an area, make crisp strokes side-by-side 

rather than randomly scrubbing paint onto 

the surface. Here, a flat brush is used to fill a 

wide area . 
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COMMA STROKE For decorative work, the 

most common strokes are the comma stroke 

and the S stroke. To make the comma stroke 

using a round brush, begin on the point of the 

brush. Press gently to flatten the brush, then 

pull the brush toward you in the shape of a 

comma, releasing pressure until you are back 

on the point of the brush. 

To make a comma stroke with a flat brush, 

repeat the technique, but begin and end the 

comma stroke on the chisel edge of the brush. 
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S STROKE To make an S stroke with a round 

brush, begin on the point of the brush. 

Gradually increase pressure as you move into 

the first curve of the S and maintain even pres

sure as you continue into the second curve. 

Gradually release pressure through the second 

curve to end back on the point of the brush. 

.. 
•• 

sss 

SSe; 
When using a flat brush to make an S 

stroke, use the same technique but begin and 

end on the chisel edge of the brush. 



Shading and highlighting 
The technique of "floating" color on a surface 

is used to shade and highlight a base color or 

to add interest to the painted images in a design. 

To begin, dilute the base-color paint on the 

palette with water, fabric medium, or extender. 

Then side-load a flat brush by dipping one 

corner into the diluted paint. Blend the paint 

into the brush by stroking the brush on the 

palette until the color has reached the desired 

intensity on the opposite side of the brush. 

The color should not be distributed evenly 

across the brush, but should fade in intensity 

from one side to the other. To shade, use a 

darker color paint than the image's base color. 

To highlight, float a lighter color over the 

base color. 

Applying the paint 
Once you've prepared the surface of the project 

and have practiced how to load a brush, make 

brushstrokes, and shade and highlight an 

image, you're ready to begin painting. Read 

through the steps that follow to learn the tech

niques for applying paint to a project. If you've 

never painted freehand before, be sure to prac

tice your technique before starting, and always 

try out your idea and paint colors on a sample 

before beginning the actual project. (To see 

the completed handpainted garment shown on 

p. 34 and learn more about the project, turn 

to p. 40.) 

1. Begin by choosing your design and marking 

it on the surface to be painted. To do this, first 

sketch the design on paper and fill it in with 

colored pens or pencils, matching your chosen 

paint palette as closely as possible. Next, trace 

the sketched images onto tracing paper, then 

use graphite paper to transfer the design lines 

onto the project. For specifics on how to do all 

this, see chapter 1, pp. 14-15. 
When you are painting a garment that you 

are sewing yourself, first trace the pattern 

pieces onto the fabric, allowing generous seam 

allowances; then use graphite paper to transfer 

the images onto the fabric. Usually, all painting 

is done on the fabric before the garment is 
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sewn. But in cases where you want to paint a 

continuous design and the design will cross a 

seam, join the seams of the garment before

not after-you begin painting to avoid sewing 

through the design later. 

2 . Apply paint to the project, using your col

ored drawing as a guide. Begin by filling in the 

large areas of your design with the base colors. 

When filling in large areas, such as the design 

on this vest, begin working from left to right 

if you're right-handed; if you're left-handed, 

work from right to left. That way, you won't 

be reaching over wet paint to work on the 

next area. 

3. After filling in all the large areas with 

paint, do the detail work and any shading or 

highlighting. If you are working with fabric, 

keep a swatch of the garment fabric handy to 
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test the brushstroke appearance and to see how 

the color "reads" so there will be no surprises. 

FINISHING 
After you have finished painting, you will need 

to protect your work. Designs on fabric will 

need to be heat-set, while those on wood will 

need to be varnished. 

Heat-setting fabrics 
When the paint is completely dry, heat-set the 

fabric on both sides, using a pressing cloth or 

parchment paper to protect against scorching. 

Use as high a temperature setting on your iron 

as the fabric can tolerate, and press (without 

steam) for 30 to 45 seconds. For large pieces of 

fabric, place the fabric in the dryer and heat-set 

at the highest temperature setting. For leather 

and other fabrics that cannot tolerate heat

setting with an iron, a hair dryer on high set-



ting will do the trick. After being heat-set, the 

painted fabric is ready to be used and is wash

able or dry-cleanable. 

Artist's fnsisht When painting on fabrics, 

I often use a hair dryer to speed the dry

ing process before heat-setting. 

Varnishing wood 
After completing your design, varnish the piece 

with at least two coats of water-based varnish. 

Allow the varnish to dry, and sand lightly 

between coats. Varnish comes in glossy, matte, 

and satin finishes. A glossy finish is high shine, 

a matte finish is muted, and a satin finish is in 

between. If the piece is going to be exposed to 

the weather, be sure to use a varnish suitable 

for the outdoors. Allow the varnish to dry 

thoroughly before using the piece. 

Artist's fnsisht I prefer to use a satin

finish varnish for furniture because 

its slight gloss highlights the finish 

and gives it a richer look without 

reflecting too much light, which might 

obscure details. 

WET-SANDING Wet-sanding is another 

method for sanding between the final layers 

of varnish. It will smooth any imperfections in 

the surface of your project and create a £law-

Handy Tips 

.. Don't  use watercolor brushes when pa int ing  with  

acry l i c  pa i nts; these are designed to ho ld lots of 

water and  p igment and are not su itab le  for use 

with acryl i cs . 

.. Test leather before pa int i ng. S ueded leather usua l ly 

holds pa i nt we l l ,  but smooth (na pa) leathers often 

have wax or o i l  f i n i shes that prevent pa i nt from 

adher ing to the surface . 

.. Avoid  pa i nt i ng on woolen  fabrics; wool often 

conta i n s  l a no l i n ,  wh ich  ma kes ad hesion d iff i c u lt .  

.. Avo i d  p a i n t i n g  on s h i n y  fabrics; s u c h  f i n ishes may 

not a l low pa i nt to adhere. 

.. Pa int  with a l ight h a n d .  You can a lways add more 

pa i nt ,  but it 's d iff i c u lt to remove pa i nt once it 's 

app l ied .  

.. U s i ng m u lt i p l e  layers of pa i nt i s  f ine ,  j ust be sure 

each l ayer of pa i nt is thoroughly  d ry before cont i n 

u i ng,  or the pai nt wi l l  smudge.  

less finish. To do this, apply the first layer of 

varnish and allow it to dry. Dip 600-grit sand

paper into mild, soapy water and gently sand 

the surface, working with the grain. Wipe with 

a clean, damp cloth to remove any soap film, 

and allow the first layer to dry. Wipe with a 

tack cloth, then apply at least one more layer 

of varnish. Repeat as desired. Do not wet-sand 

after applying the final layer of varnish. 
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EXOTIC F LORAL S U N ROOM BOOKCAS E AN D TABLE  

A plain wood tray table takes 

on a whole new personality 

when painted with an image 

extracted from the bookcase 

design. The single flower 

provides just the right accent 

for this part of my sunroom. 

Ie 'umoom in my home i, alway, flooded with Ught, ,nd it make< me happy 

just to walk into it. When I saw a photo of a floral rug in a catalog, I knew exactly how 

I wanted to furnish this room: Fill it with things that thrive in sunlight. Using the meth

ods described in chapter 1 on pp. 14-15, I adapted the floral rug design to the bookcase. 

To keep the focus on the lavish design, I chose an opaque paint for the background to 

obscure any wood grain. I painted the images in vibrant colors, which remind me of the 

work of Paul Gauguin in Tahiti. The close-up photo on p. 13 in chapter 1 shows the detail 

of the brushstrokes, which contribute to the overall look of the piece. 
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J U NG LE- I N F LU E N C E D  

BOOKCAS E 

1, t,jli,h, narrow book",., i, in a 

room decorated with a jungle theme. I painted 

the original medium-oak finish with raw umber 

paint, then lightly glazed it with metallic bronze 

to obtain a slight sheen. Random application 

of both stamped and stenciled motifs imparts 

a carefree look. 

The grain  of the wood is still visible through 

the paint and glaze, as seen in  the close-up 

[ABOVE] .  This painted surface makes a terrific 

background for the sponge-stamped gold 

squares and the black zebra-esque stencils. 
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FALL  L EAVE S  S I LK SCARF 

1. ",h colm of 

fall foliage is the focus 

of this handpainted silk 

scarf. I thinned the paints with 

fabric medium to give a watercolor 

character to the leaves, which look as if 

they've been scattered by the wind. To 

brighten each leaf, I applied metallic gold and 

copper paints with sponges and liner brushes. The 

mitered border is a perfect frame for this seasonal tableau. 
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PAI NTED S I LK Los GATOS VEST 

h, 'impl' ,i!houett, of thi, collared ve<t i, the p"ftct foil fot the eoloeful exu

berance of the highly stylized cats. The vivid, bright color palette is accented with black 

and metallic gold paints. To help visualize your color choices, make copies of your 

design and fill them in with colored 

pens or pencils. 



S I LK PALM L EAF BAG 

BhCk ,ilk dupioni pmvid", a high-conn'a" backgmund 

for the painted palm frond. The color palette looks more complex 

than it is. The basic palm shape is painted first in olive green, 

then yellow and black details are added with the chisel edge of a 

flat brush. Random application of the detail 

brushwork is more natural than 

calculated placement because it 

more realistically mimics 

what is found 

in nature. 

[ABOVE] The design and paint 

colors are tried on a sample 

before paint is applied to 

the actual project. 





JAKARTA L I N E N  JAC KET 

k natuw herringbone linen of thi, jacket i, punctuated by vibrant 

red details. Opposites on the color wheel, such as this combination, are 

pleasing to the eye because they create harmony. Separated sport zippers 

are used as piping and make a surprising, fun trim alongside the handpainted 

bands and solid-red accents. To paint the bands, I dipped the tips of a large 

fan brush into paint, then applied the 

brush to the fabric in randomly over

lapping crescents, suggesting the idea 

of zipper teeth. The close-up view of 

the back collar shows how the vin

tage red buttons used on the jacket 

give it that final dressmaker's touch. 

Before working directly on the trim, I 

practiced using just the tips of a fan brush 

on a scrap of the jacket fabric. 
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TENCILING, THE P ROCESS OF APPLYING PAINT through cutouts in a block

ing material to create a pattern, is considered the oldest form of printing. In 

the Middle Ages, people living in what is now France used the technique to 

decorate fabric and household items, such as books, wallpaper, and playing 

cards. The technique spread throughout Europe and, as time went on, to the 

New World. As American immigrants became more affiuent, they adopted 

the decorating styles of their native lands and used stenciling in their homes 

to mimic the look of expensive European furniture and luxurious wallpapers. 

Artisans have continued to develop the technique, applying it to countless 

surfaces. 

Today, using currently available tool and design options, myriad effects can 

be created with stencils. In this chapter, you'll find exciting designs that have 

been applied to wood, sisal, and a variety of wonderful fabrics: sheer organza, 

silk dupioni, crisp linen, supple suede. The materials used to create the proj

ects are inexpensive, readily available, and simple to use. The ideas presented 

are intended to spark your imagination and encourage flights of fancy. You 

can combine elements from the projects featured in the Stenciling Gallery on 



Commercial stencils are available in an endless variety of design motifs and can be used over and over, if properly 

cared for. If you decide to cut your own stencils, just follow the easy steps provided on p. 50. 

pp. 58-85, or use them as a jumping-off point 

for your own creations. The directions and 

photos will guide you through the stenciling 

process and help you achieve your artistic 

vision. 

MATERIALS AND SUPPLIES 
Using just a simple sponge, acrylic paint, and a 

few basic stenciling materials, you can achieve 

successful results on a range of fabrics and 

wood surfaces. Most of the required supplies 

are regular household items you probably 

already have on hand. 

Stencils 
Wonderful commercial stencils are available, or 

you can make your own. If you decide to 

make your own stencils but are using another's 

design, please respect copyright laws. Consider 

using images from the public domain, which 

do not have copyrights. Dover Publications, 

Inc., which has an extensive catalog, is a good 
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The drawing (left) 

was used as the 

pattern for the long

lasting acetate stencil 

(center) and for the 

single-use freezer 

paper stencil (right). 

source for copyright-free designs. See the 

Sources listing on p. 138 for the company's 

address. 

For single-use stencils and very large sten

cils, I use freezer paper. For more permanent 

designs, I prefer to use Mylar® sheets or pieces 

of thin acetate (available in both sheets and 

rolls) because I can see through them for proper 

design placement. Acetate sheets sometimes 

come with a matte side and a glossy side, 

which has three advantages: the matte side can 

be drawn on with a pencil and helps keeps the 

knife from slipping during cutting, while the 

glossy side makes paint cleanup easier. The 

thinner stencil materials allow paint to be 

applied to the surface more precisely. The 
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photo above shows the original drawing I 

made for a stencil (left) , an acetate stencil cut 

from that drawing (center) , and a freezer paper 

stencil cut from the same drawing (right) . 
Some stencils have special purposes. Border 

and corner stencils are designed to create 

edges, but they can also be used in other ways 

for interesting effects. Multiple overlay stencils 

are used to increase the complexity of a design 

detail by detail and, usually, color by color. 

They can also be used to cover the bridges on 

stencils and to create a continuous pattern. 

Instead of using an entire stencil, you may 

want to use parts of a stencil for your project 

like I did for the large mirror frame shown on 

the facing page. To create the look, I used 

masking tape to isolate one border area at a 



time in order to build up a total of five sepa

rate borders that together fill up the frame. 

Some of the stencils used are intended for use 

as borders, but the wing and sweet pea sec

tions are simply parts of larger images. As you 

can see from the bottom photo at right, I con

sidered several design combinations before 

making my final decisions on stenciling the 

mirror frame. 

Artist's 1nsisht When using an acetate 

sheet, I like to stencil with the glossy side 

up for ease of cleaning, so I make sure 

to reverse the design when tracing and 

cutting it on the matte side. 

Paint applicators 
You may be familiar with blunt-tipped stencil 

brushes, which are used with oil paints. But 

when using acrylic paints, and for all but the 

largest stencils, I prefer to use fine-grained 

makeup sponge wedges as paint applicators. 

They are inexpensive and disposable. I do not 

recommend using regular kitchen sponges. The 

holes are too large, and the paint blobs rather 

than blends on the project surface. 

For larger stencils, you can make a "pounce 

dauber" by folding a fine-grained sponge to 

create an egg-sized surface and tying it off with 

rubber bands. Use the excess sponge as a han

dle. Another handy shape is a flat square of 

Combine images from different stencils or use 

parts of a single stencil to create interesting and 

unique patterns. 
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Making a Stencil 

S
tenc i l i n g  works on the pri n c i p l e  o f  posit ive and  negative space . T h e  posit ive i mage (ste n

c i l )  is  cut away from the negative space of the bac kgrou n d .  To do th is effectively and 

with a n  appropriate level  of deta i l ,  you wi l l  need to plan bri dges in the stenc i l i ng mater ia l .  A l l  

t h e  i ntern a l  deta i l  o f  t h e  image must be con nected to t h e  backgro u nd by bri dges of stenc i l  

mater ia l  or e l se the design wi l l  fa l l  away. 

DRAWING THE DESIGN 
1 .  First , determ i n e  if the i mage you p l a n  to use for the stenc i l  is the right s ize for your 

project. I f  not, you ' l l  need to e n large or red uce the i mage on a copy mac h i ne.  

2 .  There are severa l ways to make stenc i ls .  I f  us i ng freezer paper, either 

d raw or trace the i mage and  the proposed deta i l  on the paper. F i l l  in the 

proposed areas to be cut away with a felt-t i p ped pe n ,  a ma rker, or a col

ored penc i l .  This a l lows you to q u ick ly  see if  the bridgi ng network is i ntact . 

If not, add the necessary bri dges before you cut.  The s h i ny side of freezer 

paper resi sts pa i nt ,  so keep th is  s ide up to design the stenc i l .  To c heck out 

the bridging on e ither an  acetate or a Mylar stenc i l ,  make a paper copy of 

the i mage and f i l l  in with color as descr ibed a bove. Use this colored copy 

as the c utt i ng templ ate (top photo) .  

CUTTING THE STENCIL 
1 .  Cut the stenc i l  us i ng either a sharp craft kn ife or a stenc i l -burn i ng tool .  

When c utt i ng,  p lace the stenc i l  f lat o n  a cutt i ng mat o r  o n  a p late of gl ass . 

( I f  the edges of the gl ass have not been gro u n d ,  ta pe edges with mask i ng 

tape or d uct tape for safety. ) 

2 .  If us i ng freezer paper, tape the pa per i nto posit ion on the cutt i n g  sur

face and cut with the k n ife. I f  using acetate or Mylar, ta pe the c utt i ng 

temp late to the c utt i ng surface. Posit ion the acetate or Mylar over the tem

p late, leav i n g  2 or 3 i n c hes of overlap around the design , and ta pe i nto 

posit io n .  Begi n c utt i ng the stenc i l .  For better contro l ,  cut away from-not 

i nto-a sharp poi nt or corner i n  the design ; there's less cha nce of over

shoot ing  the mark (center photo). 

3. As you cut,  check the stenc i l  to be sure the c uts are c lean and that no 

areas have been m issed.  The i mage on the ste n c i l  shown i n  the bottom 

photo has been colored with a felt-t i pped pen to ident ify areas that sti l l  

need to be removed.  

I 



fine-grained sponge that has been rolled into a 

cylinder and secured with rubber bands. Hold 

this applicator as you would a pencil. 

I use sponges on both furniture and fabric, 

but for very large projects like the sisal rug 

shown on p .  69, spray paint is the way to go. 

Direct application of the paint is much more 

efficient than daubing it on. 

To learn about paint, extender medium, fab

ric medium, and other materials and supplies 

you may need, see chapter 2, pp. 24-26. If you 

plan to make your own stencil, read through 

the steps in Making a Stencil on the facing 

page to see what other supplies you may need. 

Artist's Ins isht I've found that uphol

stery shops are a good source for 

obtaining scraps of fine-grained sponge. 

STENCILING TECHNIQUES 
With stenciling, you can see how the work 

is progressing and adjust the paint application 

as you go. It is a more forgiving technique 

than stamping, for example, because you 

have more control. Before you begin, see 

chapter 2, pp. 2r29 for information on pre

paring fabrics, new wood surfaces, and 

painted wood surfaces. 

Applying the paint 
Wear an apron and, if desired, latex gloves. 

Using a sponge as an applicator, proceed with 

the steps that follow. 

1. Pour a small amount of paint onto the 

palette. Add a bit of extender to the paint to 

increase the open time, or wet the applicator 

with water and dab it almost dry on paper 

towels. (Doing this prevents the sponge from 

absorbing too much moisture from the paint, 

which will decrease its open time.) 

2 . Next, dip the sponge into the paint and 

work the paint into the surface of the sponge 

by "pouncing" it (using an up-and-down 

motion) on the palette. The key to successfully 

applying the paint is using a very small 

amount of paint and working it well into 

the sponge. 

2 
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3 . Position the stencil on the surface to be 

painted, holding the stencil in position by 

hand, with low-tack tape or with stencil adhe

sive. If using the adhesive, be sure to follow 

the manufacturer's instructions. 

Artist's Insisht Unless the stencil is 

large and unwieldy, I prefer to hold it 

in position by hand. 

4. Apply paint to the surface using a quick 

pouncing motion, moving the sponge over the 

stencil to fill the cutout areas of the image. 

4 
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5 -
5. Keep things clean as you work, since paint 

on your hands or on the back of the stencil 

can easily end up on your project. Dried 

paint won't transfer to other surfaces, but 

wet paint will, so use baby wipes or paper 

towels to keep your hands and stencils free 

of excess paint. 

6. When you are finished, clean stencils by 

gently washing in warm, soapy water. Rinse the 

stencil in clear water and pat dry. If the paint 

has already dried on the stencil, use rubbing 

alcohol for better results. Soak the stencil for a 

few minutes, then gently scrub the surface 

r 

6 



with a soft brush. Rinse and pat dry between 

paper towels. When completely dry, store sten

cils in labeled file folders or envelopes. 

Blending colors 
Stenciling with variegated or blended colors 

personalizes a commercial stencil. Blending, 

shading, and highlighting add drama and 

dimension to the image. Experiment to see the 

effects possible with different methods of 

blending. You can mix the colors right on the 

palette to arrive at the exact shade you're look

ing for, or try the following techniques, which 

give interesting and subtle results. 

Highlight the stencil for a more dimensional 

look by layering one color directly over another. 

Since so little paint is being applied at one 

time, there is no need to let the paint dry 

between multiple layers. Use a different appli

cator for each color to keep the colors distinct. 

Handy Tips 

.. If the k n ife s l i ps wh i l e  you ' re c utt i ng a stenc i l ,  

p ut clear ta pe over the s l  i ce o n  both s i des of the 

stenc i  I and  recut the area. 

.. Be sure to use a sharp blade when c utt i ng a 

stenc i l .  You ' l l  get cri sper l i nes and  make fewer 

m i stakes. 

.. A l itt le  pa i nt goes a long way. Always start with 

less pa i nt than you t h i n k  you ' l l  need and work it  

wel l  i nto the app l i cator. Be cautious when add i ng 

more pai nt to the app l icator; i t 's easy to add pa i nt ,  

not s o  easy t o  remove i t .  

.. I f  you are repeat i n g  a stenc i l  pattern on a project, 

be sure to apply the pa i n t  eve n l y  to each repeat. I f  

pa i nt is  not app l ied eve n ly, there wi l l  b e  not iceable 

d i fferences i n  color i ntensity and  va l ue ,  which wi l l  

d i stract from the overa l l  design . 

.. Suggest depth and d i mension by vary i ng a col or's 

va l ue ( i ts l ightness or darkness). 

.. For more natural effects, com b i n e  more than one 

color with the base color . 

.. M istakes ha ppe n .  If you make a m ista ke, e ither 

i ncorporate it  i nto the overa l l  design or ignore it .  I t  

may not be noticea ble to others,  and try i n g  to f ix it  

may make the problem worse. 
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It's much more interesting to the eye to see 

variations in the surface created by applying 

additional colors of paint, as shown in the 

multicolor image above. 

To gradually shift the color from one to the 

next, change paint colors without changing 

applicators. To do this, apply the lightest color 

paint first, then dip the same applicator into 

the next darkest color, and so on. As you can 

see from the color gradation of the words on 

[ RIGHT 1 The pocket 

on this apron-a sten

ciled version of the 

stamped Miyaki-Style 

Aprons shown on 

p. l IS-shows the 

gradual color grada

tion achieved by using 

blended paint colors. 
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the apron pocket below, I started with ochre 

paint and blended to blue. Then, with a sec

ond sponge, I started with ochre and blended 

to purple. 

Working with 

multiple overlay stencils 
To create a more complex, multicolor design, 

use stencils that have multiple overlays. Each 

overlay completes a different part of the 

image-particular design elements, or colors, or 

both. Small registration holes at the ends of 

each overlay allow each succeeding overlay to 

be accurately positioned so that the final sten

ciled image looks complete and continuous. 

For example, for the stenciled silk valance 

and duvet cover shown on pp. 60-61, there are 



2 

three overlays that combine to produce the 

twisted jungle vine image. The 8-foot valance 

and twin-sized duvet cover required several 

repeats of the stencil. To do this most effi

ciently, I stenciled all repeats as follows. 

1. First I used overlay #1 and the base-color 

paints to stencil all motif repeats. 

2 . Then I switched to overlay #2, aligned the 

registration holes, and stenciled other elements 

in the image, which gave it a more complete, 

continuous look. 

3 . Finally, I used overlay #3 to stencil in 

tendrils on the vines and veining details on 

the leaves. 

4. You can see in the photo below how the 

detail and shading in the vines and foliage cre

ates depth and perspective. 
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Super Stenciling Ideas 

he variations poss ib le  with stenc i l i ng and the items that can be used to create patterns 

a re u n l i m ited . Here are a few ideas to get you started . 

Use paper doilies as sten

cils to make interesting 

patterns. 

Use a torn cardboard edge to make a 

great border. 

Try reversing the stencil to 

vary the image. 

For small details and highlights, try hand

painting with a brush. For example, I used 

a liner brush and gold metallic paint to 

transform a eucalyptus leaf into a feather. 
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Lay a second stencil on top of the 

first to add dimension to an image. 

Here, the basic shapes (circle, 

square, and triangle) have been 

stenciled in green. To create a 

• 
This photo shows 

the completed 

image, as well as 

other images 

created in the 

pattern within the shapes, a second same way. 

stencil of seaweed is laid on top of 

the first stencil. then bronze paint 

is applied. 

I 



1 

Finishing 2. For materials such as suede that can't be 

For additional information on how to heat-set pressed with an iron, use a hair dryer set at 

fabrics, see chapter 2, p. 34. For details on how high temperature to heat-set the paint. 

to finish wood projects, see chapter 2, p. 35. 

1. For fabrics, allow the paint to dry 

thoroughly, then heat-set, using a pressing 

cloth, Teflon® pressing sheet, or parchment 

paper and an iron set at high temperature 

with no steam. Once heat-set, the fabrics are 

ready to use. 

Artist's Insi.ght Although a stenciled 

image is permanent once it has been 

heat-set, I like to turn washable 

garments inside out when washing 

them to reduce abrasion. 

2 

3 . For large pieces of fabric, place the fabric in 

the dryer and heat-set at the highest tempera-

ture setting. 

4.  For wood surfaces, seal the painted surface 

with varnish, sanding between coats. 
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SUMM E R  SWARM E N S EMBLE  

Summ"y, ,,,iped·and·ilmal lin,n in w"n and ydlow tum, whim· 

sical when a pocket houses a swarm of stenciled insects. The metallic olive 

paint has just the right touch of bronze to catch the light. When motifs are 

to have a specific placement on a garment I'm making, such as the bugs on 

this ensemble, I first cut the pattern pieces and mark the seam allowances. 

This shows me exactly what I have to work with so that I can plan motif 

placement accordingly. 

On this l inen top, I marked 

the placement of the 

pocket since it is an  inte

gral part of the design. As 

you can see in the photo 

at [RIGHT J .  I added more 

whimsy with a second 

release of insects; these 

are escaping from the 

folds by the left calf on 

the pants. 
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JUNGLE  VI N E  DUVET COVER AN D VALAN C E  

R",t-OOlm-ed, wa,hed ,ilk dupioni � the 

background for the twisting jungle vines sten

ciled on both the valance and the duvet cover. 

To create the images, I used a stencil with 

multiple overlays, which fill in the different 

parts of the pattern so that no stencil bridges 

are apparent in the completed motif. I also 

used the multiple-overlay stencil because the 

pattern can be repeated continuously with no 

break in the design-a perfect choice for large 

projects such as these. 

[LEFT J The duvet cover is 

outlined with a border of 

twisting vines, a simple 

repeat of the valance stencil 

design. The close-up view 

of the valance [BELOW J 

shows the wonderful, rich 

texture of the fabric and the 

shading on the stencil, 

which adds a lifelike quality 

to the images. 
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BORDE RS MI RROR 

F RAME 

1� ove"ized minm with 

a stenciled linen frame is the focal 

point of a bathroom, where it covers 

one wall. At the center top of the 

frame, a sweet pea and vine stencil 

were combined to create a profuse 

bouquet, then the sweet pea portion 

was repeated to make a segment of 

the border. Repeating an image, as 

I did here, unifies and strengthens 

a design. 

If you are covering your own 

frame, be sure to allow enough 

fabric to wrap to the back along 

the inside and outside edges. Use 

spray adhesive to adhere the fabric 

to the frame and staple to secure. 



G I LT P I P E D  VEST 

Leathe' does not .-ave! when cut, '0 the edge, of thi' 'pUt cow 

vest are cut with a wavy-edged rotary cutter and left unfinished. Interest is 

created in the overlapped seams by inserting a strip of contrasting split 

cow leather and one of gold-stenciled pig suede, which you can see 

clearly in the detail photo. 

I used a glue stick to hold the layers 

together before stitching. When sewing 

leather, use a leather needle, a 

Teflon® presser foot with lowered 

presser-foot pressure, and a 

longer stitch length. Do not 

use 100% cotton thread for 

construction; instead, 

use 100% polyester 

or cotton-wrapped 

polyester thread. 





D RAGON F LY SUEDE  TABLE  

Stenciled magonfli" flit ,etO'" the ,mE"e of 

this suede-topped occasional table, which has been 

covered with a sheet of inexpensive glass to protect it. 

The lighter color value of the avocado suede makes 

the top seem to float above the deep-toned base. 

Highlighting the wings and bodies of the dragonflies 

with metallic paints (as seen in the detail photo) gives 

the stenciled images the luminous quality of real 

dragonflies. The motif is repeated on the coordinating 

curtains, pillows, and chair pads in this bedroom, 

shown on pp. 106-109. 

Here, I'm highlighting the wing tips of a dragon

fly with bronze metall ic paint. The motif on the 

right has already been highlighted with olive 

metallic paint. 

A highl ighted image is subtle, not 

garish, and has much more dimen

sion than a single-colored image. 
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CALLA L I LY L I N G E RI E  C H EST 

[ABOVE] Here you can  see the three col

ors used to stencil the calla l i lies and 

leaves. The first color appl ied to the calla 

lily stencil was a light silver. Next, copper 

highl ights were added. Finally, a touch of 

gold was added. The same colors and 

sequence were used to stencil the leaves. 

1:, tall lingede ch", � one of my &VO,i'e ptojec",_ The "ylized call. lily "en

cil in soft metallic shades of silver, copper, and gold complements the character and 

color of the gray-stained pine. It appears as if the chest is emerging from an enormous 

bouquet of elegant calla lilies. Simple, copper drawer pulls add a final elegant note. 

When stenciling a project such as this, tape the drawers together to stencil in a con

tinuous pattern. That way you don't have to think about matching the pattern from one 

drawer to the next-just stencil as if on a flat surface. As seen in the detail photo above 

left, the stenciled calla lily design flows over the drawers in an unbroken pattern. 

-----------------------------� 
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SOMETH I NG F IS HY TU N IC 

A ,;w""hin p'ttem wa, u,ed to cte"e thi' pieced ,uede tunic. The centa 

front strips were stenciled with a fish stencil, using a variety of metallic paints for a 

tropical look. As you can see from the detail photo of the back pocket, there's interest 

coming and going on this garment. When 

heat-setting paint on leather, be sure 

to use a hair dryer set at the 

highest temperature setting. 



LEAF E NTRY HALL RUG 

h, "moi!od loaf motif on th, ,j",] mg wa, ,,"w,d a, a "an,jtion from th, out

side to the inside, and the sweeping arch of the motif helps soften the sleek contemporary 

lines of the room. I carried the leaf theme throughout the entry hall by using leaf motifs 

to emboss the suede chair seat and the leather tabletop, shown in the background and 

on pp. 130-131. 

To make a stencil of this size, tape strips of freezer 

paper together to match the size of the rug. Draw 

the design and color it in if you'd l ike to check the 

image, then cut the stencil and attach it to the rug 

with temporary spray adhesive. For large projects 

such as this rug, it's best to use spray paint, which 

is easier and more practical for covering large 

areas. I used several coats of spray paint on this 

rug because sisal absorbs paint-lots of it. 
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G RAP H IC F LOOR RUG 

E thi' black wtton-botd"ed ,�al tug. I �'"'ted a more geomettic look than the 

stylized leaf design of the entry hall rug shown on p. 69. So instead of making a stencil, 

I used varying widths of masking tape and nutmeg, taupe, and black spray paint to cre

ate the pattern. I started by masking off rectangles in the corners and center, then spray

ing with nutmeg brown paint. When using this method, remember to picture what an 

area will look like with the tape removed. Plan the placement of motifs and colors 

accordingly because you are working with both positive and negative space. 
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MARKET BASKET 

Every Sarurday I meet my [,iend, at the local u=ei, market to ,hop [oc pro

duce for the week, and this basket is what I use to carry my purchases. The pocket on 

the side and the straps are made of olive split cow leather that was cut with a wavy

edged rotary cutter. The pocket and straps were then whipstitched onto the basket with 

narrow stay tape. I folded down the top of the pocket to create a flap and added a 

grasshopper in a deep green color to remind me of summer. Even the fine detail of this 

stencil shows up beautifully on the suede's rough finish. 
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000 LA LAYERS WRAP SKIRT 

Awcap ,ki" in black-,nd-cream ",yon with ,n extca front 

panel is outlined in black silk bias that has been stenciled with cream 

paint. The bias edge is visually interesting, 

and the added weight of the trim helps the 

skirt hang smoothly, while still allowing 

soft movement. The faux finish of the bor

der was achieved by blending two closely 

related colors. The black silk bias intensi

fies the slightly transparent quality of the 

paint and gives it a weathered appearance

a perfect complement to the fabric. 

[ABOVE] I used a l -inch

wide stencil on the trim 

and positioned the motif 

in the center of the 

1 3/4-inch-wide silk bias 

strips. The silk bias comes 

precut in S-yard lengths 

from Things Japanese 

(see Sources on p.  138). 
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----------------------------------------------------------------------- ----------. 

S EA TURTLES  VEST 

An unde<w"e< ""ne of tun!", ,wim

ming through sea grass is stenciled on aubergine 

silk dupioni, then covered with a layer of sheer 

aubergine organza. The suggestion of sea grass is 

further enhanced by sewing through both fabric 

layers with a wide, double needle in gentle curved 

lines, then filling the channels with soft aubergine 

chenille yarn. [ABOVE] I tried three different metall ic 

paint colors on this silk before deciding 

which looked most ethereal when covered 

with the organza layer. 

I used a 6.0mm double needle to create 

the channels for the soft aubergine che

nille yarn; I then pulled the yarn through 

the channels using a crewel needle. 
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D E S E RT D E LIGHT JAC KET 

S tenCiling intenffi£e< the "'ymmetric,] de<ign lin'" of thi' 'plit cow jacket. 

The jacket pieces are cut with a wavy-edged rotary cutter, and since leather does 

not ravel, the edges are left exposed to become part of the overall design. Stenciled 

borders accent the piecing lines on both the front and back of the garment. Con

struction and piecing seams are overlapped and topstitched, rather than sewn in 

the traditional manner. The desert flowersare highlighted with several shades of 

metallic paint, which adds dimension and texture to the floral motif. 
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EUCALYPTUS E N S EMBLE  

E uc.uypru, leav" "enciled 

on soft sage suede and black-and-gray 

textured fish skins combine to create 

a serene feeling in this vest and skirt 

ensemble. (Fish skins are tanned like 

animal skins into leather with the 

added benefit of interesting texture 

patterns.) As you can see in the detail 

of the vest back, the textural qualities 

of the fish skins break up the stenciled 

image, softening it and keeping it in 

harmony with the rest of the design. 

To extend a pattern, as I did on 

the left front of the vest, you'll need 

to clean and dry the stencil, then move 

the stencil or reverse it. Apply paint 

to the suede as described on pp. 51-54. 

Continue the stenciling process until 

the image is complete. 
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SUEDE  G I N KGO VEST 

I gath",d ginkgo Ioav,,", and copied them onto papet on a photocopiet, then 

used the copies as templates to cut the several stencils used on this vest. (Refer to p. 50 

to learn how to make stencils.) The plum fan-shaped leaves, accented with gold, pull 

together the unusual but effective combination of lavender and cognac suede. The leaf 

edges peeking out along the piecing lines were stenciled prior to assembly, which makes 

the images appear to be trapped between the layers. 

L __ 
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HOT SALSA SKIRT 

Hot! Hot! Hot! 

A single moth stencil on the hem of a 

watermelon suede skirt (part of a three-piece suit) takes it over the top. The single image 

has more impact than would a multitude of moths covering the garment. Shiny metallic 

green paint with bronze highlights was applied over metallic turquoise paint, adding more 

complexity to the image than would a flat-finish paint. The metallic paint colors were 

inspired by the colors of a striped camisole (not shown) and have nothing to do with real

ity, but everything to do with fantasy. So little paint was applied that I was able to layer 

one color after another without stopping. 
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C ITRON AN D RASP B E RRY S U E DE VESTS 

U'ing different 'tencd, md colot combination, will make the 

same vest look completely different. Here, citron suede is covered with 

every woman's fantasy-shoes! The stenciled motifs on the front and back 

of the vest have a dreamy quality due to the pastel highlights. 

I made the same vest in darker colors and achieved a totally different 

look. The close-up photo shows the back of a raspberry suede vest that is 

stenciled with chocolate paint. The darker colors of raspberry and choco

late are more solid-looking, even though the stenciled image has a ribbon

like quality. The single stencil color on the raspberry vest appears more 

substantial than the highlighted pastels on the citron vest. 
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S I LVE R-STE N C I L E D  AS IAN JAC KET 

he mganic ,h'pe, of the 'tencil, on the [owe, fmnt edge< ,nd 

center back of the linen under-jacket (shown in the close-up photo) are 

softened but not obscured by the window screen over-jacket bound in 

champagne silk dupioni. Antique silver paint on taupe linen gives the 

appearance of a wonderful pewter patina. Having fewer images to distract 

the eye makes those that are there more significant. This double jacket is 

part of an ensemble that includes a camisole and cropped pants. 
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TAMPING IS A SIMPLE, STRAIGHTFORWARD TECHNIQUE: Paint is applied to a 

stamp, then the stamp is pressed onto a surface to transfer the image. The 

technique is easy to master, fun to do, and an inexpensive way to add imme

diate interest to both furniture and garments. Stamping leaves the lightest 

impression of the techniques covered in this book. However, its impact is 

anything but light, as you can see from the projects shown in the Stamping 

Gallery on pp. 100-119. 

You can stamp with just about anything, from found objects to homemade 

stamps to commercial stamps. For those of us who are "drawing challenged," 

using commercial stamps will provide instant gratification. With the wide 

range of styles and types of stamps available, there is something to please 

everyone. Plus, the same stamp can be used in many ways; each use is unique 

to the artist and to the project. 

In addition to providing basic stamping techniques, I've included informa

tion on how to make your own stamps, how to use variegated colors, and 

how to use metallic paint on velvet-a unique stamping variation that pro

duces spectacular results. 



Use one of the many commercial stamps avai lable or carve one of your own to transform a simple garment into 

a simply stunning one. 

MATERIALS AND SUPPLIES 
The supplies required for stamping are few. 

You'll need a stamp or other object to imprint 

the design onto a surface and a way of apply

ing paint to the stamp. Beyond this, the spe

cific tools you'll need will depend on your par

ticular project and your preferences. If you 

would like to make your own stamp, see 

Making Your Own Stamp on pp. 92-93- for a 

list of additional supplies you may need. 

Stamps 
Stamping is a popular technique, and there are 

many companies that make wonderful stamps. 

One of my favorite commercial stamps is Pelle's 

See Thru StampsTM, which are made of a poly

mer material mounted on clear acrylic blocks. 

The clear acrylic makes it possible to see exactly 

where the image is positioned-a big advantage. 

My favorite supply sources for stamps are listed 

in the Sources listing on p. 138. If you want to 

make your own stamps, refer to Making Your 

Own Stamp on pp. 92-93-
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Images stamped on 

coarse or loosely 

woven material (left) 

will not have the same 

crisp detail as images 

stamped on smooth, 

tightly woven material 

(right). 

For most home decorating and clothing buy this tool, be sure to purchase a sponge 

applications, it's best to use stamps with deeply brayer because hard rubber brayers do not 

cut images and limited detail, because small work as well for this technique. 

detail does not reproduce well on wood and 

fabric surfaces. The rougher the surface, the 

less detail that will register, as seen in the two 

samples in the photo above. The cotton sample 

on the right is more tightly woven than the 

linen sample on the left and produces a more 

crisp image. 

Brayer (roller) 

Stamping requires only a few tools. One of 

these is a 4-inch, dense sponge brayer (inking 

roller) , which will evenly distribute paint on 

an inking plate. The brayer can also be used to 

apply paint directly to the stamp itself. If you 
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Inking plate 

Clear acrylic inking plates are versatile tools 

that can be used as paint palettes or to check 

image placement. To learn how to use an ink

ing plate for design placement, see Stamping 

Idea File on p. 99. 

Stamp pad 

Stamp pads (also called inking pads) are wash

able foam pads set in a plastic container. Paint 

is spread evenly on the foam, then the stamp 

is pressed into it. This method provides even 

coverage and produces a good, clear image. 



Sponges 
Sponges have a variety of uses. Compressed 

sponges and high-density sponges can be 

used to create stamps. Small I-inch sponge 

brushes can be used to dab paint directly 

onto the stamp. 

STAMPING TECHNIQ!JES 
Read through the information below to learn 

basic decorative stamping techniques and to 

discover intriguing variations that are fun to 

try. Perfect your technique by practicing on 

paper or fabric scraps. Then, when you're 

ready to tackle a project, just select some 

paint, grab a stamp, and get started. 

Preparation 
Whether you're stamping on fabric or on 

wood, you'll need to prepare the surface as 

you would for any painting project (see chap

ter 2, pp. 27-29). 
If stamping on fabric, pad the prepared fab

ric with paper or muslin to absorb excess paint 

and prevent bleed-through onto other surfaces. 

Secure the fabric to an easel or a work surface 

with pins or staples to prevent the fabric from 

moving and smearing the image. 

For knits such as cotton T-shirts, iron the 

shiny side of freezer paper to the back of the 

I used this block print-style stamp to decorate a iry 

chiffon curtains with regularly spaced motifs. The black 

permanent mark in the center of the image helps align 

the image with placement marks on the fabric. 

fabric using a synthetic fabric setting on the 

iron. Leave the freezer paper in place until the 

stamped image has been heat-set. 

If you want to space a motif at regular 

intervals, as I did to make the curtains shown 

on p. 107, mark the fabric before you begin to 

eliminate guesswork. For placement, I marked 

the center of the stamp with a permanent 

marker, then used a tape measure and a tem

porary marker to mark the center position of 

each image on the fabric. 
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Making Your Own Stamp 

M
a k i ng you r  own stam ps can be as s i m p l e  

a s  carv i ng a design i nto a ha lved potato. 

H owever, a lthough a carved potato serves as 

an effective stam p ,  it  has a very short shelf  l i fe. 

I f  you plan to use a design more than once, 

use a l i no leum or Speedy C UFM block,  either 

of w h i c h  can be carved to prod uce com p l ex 

designs. To carve the i mage , use a S peed ba l l® 

c utter set, wh ich  consists of a hand le  with 

severa l i nterc ha ngeab l e  b l ades. 

LINOLEUM CARVING BLOCK 
L i n o l e u m  carv i ng b loc ks come premou nted in a 

vari ety of s izes an d  can be fou nd at art supply 

---............. --- stores. The blocks are 

and hands for safety. 

most often carved to 

make sta m ps,  but they 

can a lso be l eft u ncut.  

1 .  To create a carved 

stam p ,  d raw the i mage 

d i rectly on the l i no l e u m  

block surface w i t h  a pen

c i l  or mark i ng pen . U se 

a Speedba l l  c utter to 

gouge out the areas not 

i n c l uded in the design . 

Always d i rect the blade 

away from you r  body 

... Once the design is completed , m ake a 

test sta m p  to be sure the c uts are deep 
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e nough and  that a l l  excess materi a l  has 

been removed . 

2 .  The l i no l e u m  carv i n g  b lock can a l so be left 

u ncut to create i nterest i ng patterns. 

... Apply pa i nt to the 

u n c ut l i no leum 

b lo ck  w ith  a bray

er, then remove 

some of the pa i nt 

with a rubber-

ti pped tool to 

create a pattern .  

... When you 're 

sat isfied with the 

pattern,  use the 

block to sta m p  

t h e  surface,  

us ing f i rm , even 

pressure. 

SPEEDY CUT CARVING BLOCK 
A S peedy Cut carv i ng block, wh ich  comes in a 

vari ety of s izes, consists of a very dense, 

spongy mater ia l  that is  mou nted,  after the 

i mage is cut,  onto a support block. 

1 .  Cut the b loc k  to a s ize appropriate for your 

des ign .  Draw the i mage d i rect ly  on the block, 

then cut the i mage from the b loc k  usi ng a 

S peedba l l  c utter or a craft kn ife . 



2 .  U se ru bber 

cement to mount 

the S peedy Cut 

stam p  to a 

clear acryl ic or 

wood b l ock 

that i s  s l  ight ly 

l a rger than 

the stam p .  

3 .  O n c e  the 

stamp has 

been cut and 

mou nted,  it 's 

ready to use .  

UNIQUE STA M P  M ATERIALS 
Everyday household items make u n i q ue ,  i nex

pensive stamps.  J ust reach i nto the fri dge or a 

k itchen d rawer an d  p u l l  out . . . an  apple or a n  

eraser, a be l l  pep per o r  a p iece of stri n g .  The 

poss i b i l it ies are e n d l ess. 

A Vegetab les and  fru its can make terrif ic 

stamps.  Choose f i rm pi eces, such as app les 

and  green peppers, an d  cut them i n  h a lf 

thro ugh the stem to get a fu l l  i mage. 

Per ishable items such as these wi I I  last 

a bout a week if  refrigerated in a p l ast i c  bag. 

............. A An art gum eraser 

carved with a 

sharp craft kn ife, 

is  a nother great 

stam p  idea . 

A H igh-density sponges, 

ava i lab le  from craft

stores, a lso make i nter

est ing stamps. Heat the 

surface of the sponge 

with a heat gu n ,  then 

i m press a n  i m age i nto 

the softe ned surface to make a sta m p .  

A Regu lar  sponges c a n  b e  used a s  is t o  create 

an i nterest i n g  textured sta m p ,  or you can 

cut them i nto shapes with sharp sc issors. If  

you plan to cut the sponge, purc hase com

pressed sponges. I t 's easier to draw the 

i mage and cut it  out wh i le the sponge is 

st i l l  compressed ; then d i p  the sponge i n  

water to expa nd i t  to its normal size. 

A For a n  a l ternative way to make stam ps,  

mount doub le-sided tape on heavy card

board , foam core , acry l i c  b locks,  or wood 

bloc ks and  attach items to create patterns. 

You can use anyt h i ng 

that wi I I  ad here to the 

tape and rema i n  level 

for pr int i ng. If the sur

face isn 't leve l ,  the 

stam p  won 't pri nt 

properly. Here , tape 

has been app l ied to the surface of a 4- i n c h  

acry l i c  b lock.  Stri ng i s  t h e n  arranged on the 

tape in a random pattern.  Be sure to use 

t ightly twisted stri ng and avo id  crossi ng it 

over itse lf  to keep the surface leve l .  Spray 

with varn ish to sea l  the stamp  and  to cover 

exposed areas of tape. 

.�.:� tI't e ... . 
• • • 
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Applying paint to a stamp 
Here are three easy ways to apply paint to a 

stamp. Try each method and see which one 

works best for you. 

1. Use a brayer/roller to spread the paint in a 

thin, even layer on an inking plate (top photo 

below) . Then press the stamp into the paint 

on the inking plate (bottom photo below) . 

2. Use a brayer to roll a thin layer of paint 

directly onto the stamp. 
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3. Use a stamp (or inking) pad: Pour a small 

amount of paint onto a blank pad (top photo 

below) . Work the paint into the inking pad 

with a craft stick or the back of a plastic 

spoon (bottom photo below) . When the paint 

is well distributed on the pad, press the stamp 

onto the pad, using a firm tapping motion. 



To create clean, complete images, apply a thin, even layer of paint to your stamp and transfer the image using firm, 

even pressure. The samples above show the result of using too much paint (left) and uneven pressure (right). 

Applying paint to the surface 
Stamping requires more paint than stenciling 

does, but using too much paint will blur the 

image. Before stamping your project, experi

ment first on paper or a scrap of fabric to find 

the right amount of paint to use. 

In the photo above, the image on the left 

shows what happens when too much paint is 1 
applied to the stamp. The incomplete image on 

the right shows the result of using uneven ect, using firm, even pressure. Do not rock the 

pressure when stamping. Practice your tech- stamp because this can blur the image. Repeat 

nique until you get an image you like. stamping as needed to complete the design. 

1. After paint has been applied to the stamp, 2. If the paint is drying too quickly, add water 

press the stamp onto the surface of your proj- or extender to increase the open time. 
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3 .  Keep the stamp clean as you work. Dried 

paint is difficult to remove and will blur the 

image. Baby wipes are handy for this cleanup 

task; just be sure to blot the stamp dry on 

paper towels before reapplying more paint. 

r RIGHT 1 Blend two or 

more different colors 

of paint at one time to 

give stamped images 

an almost three

dimensional look. 
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Special effects 

After you have mastered the basic stamping 

techniques, try these variations to add greater 

dimension to your work. 

VARIEGATED COLORS This stamping tech

nique uses two or more paint colors at one 

time to produce interesting effects. The added 

depth and tone of variegated colors creates a 

richer image, which is much more appealing 

than a flat-looking single-colored image, as you 

can see on the suede sample below. Paint 

"reads" differently on different surfaces, so be 

sure to test the paint colors before starting 

your project. 



1. To achieve this look, drop small amounts of 

different colored paints next to each other on 

the palette or inking plate. 

1 

2 . Roll the brayer through all the colors to 

blend them together at the edges. 

2 

3. Dip the stamp into the blended paint. 

Handy Tips 

.. I f  you don 't have a brayer to ro l l  pa int onto a 

stamp ,  use a foam pa i ntbrush or a sma l l  sponge 

i nstead .  These both make good pa i nt app l icators, 

p l us they' re easy to use and i nexpensive . 

.. If you ' re i nterru pted wh i le worki ng or you need to 

stop for a few m i n utes, l ay damp paper towe ls over 

the pa lette and  s l i p  it  i nto a p last ic bag. Th is  wi l l  

preserve the wet pa int  for a few hours,  someti mes 

longer. B ut once the pa i nt is  d ry, it  can 't  be 

restored , and you ' l l  have to start over with a c lean 

pa lette . 

.. For mask i n g  effects, M ask-IFM (ava i l ab le  from 

Pu rrfection Art ist i c  Wearables;  see Sources, 

p. 1 38) can be used aga i n  and aga i n .  

.. To keep track of your sta m ps,  tape a p iece of paper 

to each of your storage boxes, then stam p  a n  

i m age of each stam p  stored i n  that box. T h i s  wi l l  

save t i me when you are l ooki ng for a part i c u l a r  

stamp.  A q u ick g la nce a t  t h e  labe l  te l l s  a l l .  
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4. Press the stamp onto the project surface, 

using firm, even pressure. 

METALLIC PAINTS ON VELVET Textile artist 

Marcy Tilton has developed a technique for 

stamping metallic paints on velvet. It takes 

practice, but produces beautiful results. 

1. Choose a stamp with a bold design and 

deeply carved lines. You may want to make 

your own stamp to ensure lines are cut deeply 

enough. 

2 . Dab a generous amount of paint onto the 

stamp, using a sponge brush. 

3 .  Practice stamping on scraps to see how 

much paint and pressure is required for the 

fabric. Too much pressure will flatten the pile 
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and blur the image. Nap lays in one direction, 

so work with the nap as you stamp. 

Finishing 

When you have finished stamping, clean the 

stamp with a soft brush and soap and water 

or with a stamp scrubber. Then let it dry on 

paper towels. You can also use rubbing alcohol 

for cleaning; this is a good solvent that won't 

damage stamps. 

Allow the finished project to dry thoroughly, 

then heat-set or varnish, as required. See chap

ter 2, pp. 34-35, for how to finish designs on 

fabrics and wood. Store clean stamps on their 

sides rather than stacking them. This will pro

tect the stamping surface, as well as make the 

stamps easier to see. I store mine in shallow 

plastic boxes with lids. A piece of paper with 

an image of each stamp taped to the side 

or top of the box is a big time-saver. 



Stamping Idea File 

Once you 've mastered the basics of stamping, it's fun to ex

periment with different effects. Clockwise, starting from the 

top photo: 

..... For variety, app ly  pa i nt to o n l y  part of the stam p  or restam p  

t h e  i mage i n  a d ifferent color t o  create a shadow effect. 

..... Create a s i m p l e  border by using mask i n g  ta pe to mask off 

an area ,  as I d i d  i n  t h i s  sa m pl e ,  and  sta m p i n g  with i n  the 

masked area . 

..... Create a shaped area or a b lock-pr int effect l i ke those used 

on scree n-pri nted T-s h i rts . 

..... Check what a motif w i l l  look l i ke before putt i n g  it on the 

actua l  surface: Stam p  the i mage onto a tra nsparent plast ic  

i n ki ng p late , then ho ld the i n k i n g  plate over the exact spot 

you p lan  to stam p  o n .  T h i s  way, you can see i m med i ately  

h ow the i mage is goi ng to  l ook on the project before it 's per

ma nently app l ied .  F i ber artist Dana Bontrager came up with 

t h i s  c l ever idea . 

..... Preview a pattern of i mages by f i rst sta m p i ng the i m ages on 

paper. Then cut them out and arrange them on the surface of 

your project. When the pattern p leases you, mark the posit ion 

of each i mage with a t i ny pen c i l  mark that w i l l  be covered by 

the stam p .  (For the completed project, see p. 1 1 8.) 

• • -tl" 
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SOUTHWEST-MoTI F P ILLOWS 

S tnnPed imag" of , dancing man ""d wom,n ,nd Kokopde (the humped-back 

flute player of Native American lore) are scattered across these pillows made of suede 

and heavy cotton. The two larger pillows also feature a stencil that is an enlarged 

version of the diamond pattern found on a handwoven pillow that served as the inspi

ration for this group of pillows. 

The pieced and stenciled pillows l BELOW J feature geckos made with 

commercial  stencils. I created the Kokopele stencil by using the stamp 

from the small, stamped pil low [ BOTTO M ,  ON THE FAC I NG PAGE ] . To do 

this, I stamped an image on paper and enlarged it on a copy machine, 

then I used the image as the pattern to 

cut the stencil. Highlighting the images 

on the pillows gives them interest 

and depth. 
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DOG AN D CAT VESTS 

Den;m � alw,Y' a good cho;co fo, chHd"n', 

garments. In the dog bone vest, both the outer denim 

layer and the lining of checked cotton are stamped with 

images. Choosing a single color for the stamping-in this 

case, black-unifies the design. The bound edges of the 

vest make it reversible, adding an element of fun for the 

child to enjoy. These stamps came in a sheet and had to 

be separated before I used them. 

The kitty-motif girl's vest is also denim lined 

with cotton. Choosing paint colors for stamping on 

denim can be tricky because it tends to "eat" color. 

I tried several paints before finding one that was 

vibrant enough to stand out on denim. Bound 

edges make this garment reversible, as well. 

[ABOVE] Notice how the 

different colored paints seem to 

advance and recede on the denim. 

Experiment on fabric scraps to be sure the 

colors you use will work well on your fabric. 



VARI EGATE D LEAVES  TABLE  

"]:letoP, are a wondedUl ,urtace to embelli,h. Thi' ,lightly odd·,haped table 

with barn-wood legs rests between two burgundy leather recliners in a TV room. The 

scattered stamped images lend a casual feel to the room, and the sueded leather is an 

inviting contrast to the slick leather finish of the chairs. The images of fall leaves were 

created by stamping with variegated colors, which adds depth and dimension to an 

image. When working on a large piece of suede such as this, I tape it to the work 

surface to keep it from shifting. 

[ LEFT] Instead of using 

suede as a table covering, 

try fabrics such as heavy 

cotton or linen. Instead of 

leaves, try using images 

related to a favorite 

object, hobby, or pet. 
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L EAF C U S H IONS  

1,,-on-tone ''''mping on tho ,ilk 

dupioni wicker chair cushion is a perfect 

complement to the painted bookcase and 

copper-topped table in this sunroom. The 

original ivory linen on the cushion was far 

too bland for the room's theme, and bright 

hues would have competed with the decor 

in adjacent rooms-but this pale citron fab

ric works beautifully. The paint selected 

for the stamped images is a custom blend 

made to just barely contrast with the fab

ric. Imagine how different the cushion 

would have looked if the paint were a 

bright tropical green: The contrast would 

have overwhelmed the other elements in 

the room and been distracting to the eye. 

[ LEFT 1 It takes a bit of experimenta

tion to get just the right color paint 

for a tone-on-tone look such as this 

because the paint can "disappear" or 

take on undesirable undertones. If 

mixing a custom color, be sure to mix 

enough to finish the project because 

it's very difficult to re-create the exact 

same color blend. 
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D RAGON F LY B E DROOM 

k feel of thi, bedroom i, luminou, ",d go'

samer, like the transparent wings of a dragonfly. The 

simplicity of this Asian-style bedroom is enhanced by the 

stamped dragonfly patterns on the curtains and the chair 

pad. The curtains on each window are circles of poly

ester chiffon that have been hung over a bamboo rod. A 

close-up, at right, reveals the subtle metallic dragonfly, 

created with a block print-style stamp, that decorates the 

fabric. When light pours through the curtains, the images 

appear to float on air. 
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[ LEFT 1 Orchid and pale sage 

silk dupioni frame the single 

dragonfly image that is stamped 

in metall ic purple on the rock

ing chair cushion. The positive 

and negative aspects of the 

stamp are well displayed in  this 

treatment. Though tightly 

woven, the fabric's texture is 

rather rough, so the image is 

slightly broken, giving it an aged 

look. The bright periwinkle bor

der gives the cushion the 

appearance of a framed picture. 
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G OSSAMER O RGANZA P I LLOWS 

"Yxiation, of the d<agonily motif, in ,himmering ,had" 

of metallic paint, are used throughout the room shown on 

p. 107 The transparent quality of the organza was the inspira

tion for the entire room. The wonderful palette of copper, 

periwinkle, mulberry, and sage provided lots of choices for the 

complementary color scheme. 

The stamped images are soft and ethereal-looking due to the 

covering of organza, yet each is strong enough to stand on its 

own. The images were stamped on pale sage silk dupioni, then 

inserted between double layers of organza. Strips of aubergine 

organza were inserted between the layers to add design inter

est. Even though several different colors were used on each pil

low, the colors all have similar value, which creates harmony. 

Fusible webbing is the magic ingredient 

that secures the layers of fabrics on 

these pillows. Once applied, it becomes 

virtually invisible and prevents the fab

rics from shifting as the pil low is used. 
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ASIAN C HAI R PADS 

J u" • hint of the ".mped image' on the chait pads pe,h out ftom undet my 

dining room table, lending a sense of drama to this space. The black symbols stand out in 

sharp relief against a background of natural linen, which is appliqued to upholstery fabric 

featuring a pattern reminiscent of Chinese coins. The whole scene welcomes guests, from 

the tranquil black-and-natural color scheme to the Chinese characters that extend warm 

wishes for happiness, prosperity, serenity, and peace. 

In the photo below you can see how the coarse linen breaks up the stamped image to 

give it a weathered, venerable look. Mercifully, 

the stamp provides an English translation for 

those of us who don't read Chinese. 
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N OVE LTY L I N E N  DUSTER 

Neve, pa" up the oppottunity to u,e unuma! materia!, in yow- de,ign', ,ucb 

as the novelty linen I used to make this duster. When using unusual fabrics of this 

type, try using bias trim instead of the usual facings for a more professional look. 

The large metal button at the top is supported by several snaps to keep the look crisp. 

I wear the duster with a solid top and pants to take full advantage of the fabric's 

character. 

The ethnic-looking stamp just fills the natural-colored squares. The deeper shade of 

the antique gold paint pops against the lighter background color, proving that a mono

chromatic theme is anything but boring. When stamping, always work on a flat, hard 

surface covered with paper to protect the fabric. 
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C H I LD 'S  B EAN BAG C HAI R 

1. p,imary wlm "h,me and ,he ""mped paint ,plmch" and lug-wled foo<prin" 

on this half-sized beanbag chair are playful elements that appeal to a child's sense of whimsy. 

The beanbag chair is made of denim and is about 30 inches in diameter. Although denim is 

strong, I reinforced the seams with piping. The Styrofoam® beads that fill the chair are con

tained in a muslin liner cut from the bag pattern. Zippers in the seams of both the bag and 

the liner make for easy access for refilling as needed. I tacked the lining and the bag zipper 

tabs closed with a few hand stitches. 

Although it's a good choice for children's items, denim fabric can make most paint colors 

"disappear." To avoid this, use paints that are bright and opaque. They'll stand out better on 

denim-and kids love 'em. 
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OMBRE G I N KGO D RESS  

Hand-dyed labri" 

have variations not found in 

commercial products. The beauty 

of this olive-to-violet ombre silk 

twill is best displayed in the 

simple lines of a summer dress. 

A single row of softly metallic 

ginkgo leaves along the center 

front pleat highlights the violet 

color of the shaded fabric. 

Metallic bronze and pearl violet 

paints were blended with violet 

to soften the metallic reflection. 



I - STYL E APRO N S  

My f,vmite apmn i, the Miyoki bi" "yle, which i, 'imply , tectmgle of 

cloth supported from a corner to shift it to the bias (diagonal to the grain of the fabric) . 
These aprons are basically blank canvases awaiting artistic inspiration. You can make the 

rectangles whatever size you want and use whatever finish techniques and embellishments 

you prefer. These stamped versions reflect the Asian characters of Miyaki (above) . To learn 

how to create the color blends seen in the fall leaves, see pp. 96-98. 
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LAYERED O RGANZA S HAWL 

1, i, my favmite project in the whole book. I'm ",,,,,inated by 

transparency, and the idea of seeing different images as light passes through this 

glamorous evening shawl intrigues me. I experimented with different paint col

ors and intensities until I achieved the look seen here. The almost analogous 

color scheme of aubergine, periwinkle, and mauve is revealed by the slight dif

ference in size of each layer. Attached only at the top, the three layers float 

separately, adding a sense of movement to the scattered fern leaves stamped 

on the middle periwinkle layer and the tiny fronds bordering the top mauve 

layer. Lavish beading and the tassels on the corners elevate the wrap to 

shows topper status. 

[ABOVE] Experiment with different paint colors and intensities to achieve the look you're 

after, as I did here. 
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SAMU RAI S H I RT 

C'''''-dYM linen 

fabric is the backdrop for this 

ASian-inspired shirt jacket. The 

asymmetrical design lines are 

accented with small, metallic 

bronze stamped images and hand

made buttons. The colored fibers 

in the cross-dyed fabric soften the 

appearance of the metallic paint, 

giving it a rich glow. 

Before stamping directly on this 

shirt, I first stamped the images 

on paper. I then cut them out and 

placed them on the fabric, adjust

ing their positions, until I was 

satisfied with the arrangement. 

Only then did I replace each 

image with the actual stamp. Just 

a few images sprinkled along the 

edge are enough to create interest 

without overkill. Less is 

often more than enough 

when it comes to 

embellishment. 



S HAWL COLLAR BATHRO B E  

1, Jab'ie', ,m,]! geommic trimgle p'ttem in iee'"e,m 

colors has just enough of a twist to appeal to me. Repeating the 

triangle motif in a variety of stamps and choosing paint colors 

from the fabric keeps the design consistent while adding enough 

interest to satisfy. Some of the stamps are commercial, 

and some were hand-carved from a Speedy-Cut 

carving block. Refer to pp. 92-93 for instructions 

on how to do this. 

[BELOW] Test paint samples on 

your fabric before starting any 

project because the color may not 

"read" quite as you expect. After 

experimenting with different 

options, I added opaque white to 

achieve tints similar to those 

in  the fabric. Remember: 

Always test first. 
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boss · 

.... MBOSSING IS A VARIATION OF STAMPING; this technique uses a stamp or 

other embossing agent to impress an image rather than transfer paint to a 

surface. To be effective, the surface to be embossed must have some depth 

because the image is crushed into the surface using heat, pressure, and, some

times, moisture. As with stamping, you can use a variety of everyday items to 

impress the image, as long as they are heat-resistant. Since tiny detail is lost 

with this technique, be sure to choose bold, deeply cut images. 

My favorite embossing surfaces are velvet, leather, and suede. The method 

gives a rich, luxurious character to these sumptuous materials, as you can see 

from the projects shown in the Embossing Gallery on pp. 130-137 As you read 

through this chapter, you'll learn which fabrics are best to use and those it's 

best to avoid. In addition to learning how to obtain successful results with the 

basic embossing techniques, you'll discover a special variation-embossing with 

metallic paint-that yields stunning results. So let those creative juices start 

flowing, allow your imagination to soar, and try your hand at this intriguing 

technique. 



Use deeply carved embossing agents that have simple, well-defined details to emboss an image onto a surface. 

MATERIALS AND SUPPLIES 
Since embossing is a variation of stamping, 

it's not surprising that the technique uses 

many of the same materials as stamping (see 

chapter 4, p. 89). Read through the specific 

techniques that follow for any special supplies 

you may need. 

Embossing agents 

An embossing agent is the item used to 

impress the image into the surface. The pri-

mary tool for embossing is a deeply cut stamp, 

preferably one with a simple image, which will 

yield the best results. But many other items 

can also be used as embossing agents. See the 

Handy Tips on p. 129 for fun suggestions. Just 

be sure the item you select is thick enough to 

create an impression and sturdy enough that it 

won't be damaged by the crushing process. 
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Pressing cloth 
A Teflon® pressing sheet is a valuable aid in 

preventing heat damage to the fabric being 

embossed. 

Paint 
Paint can be used as part of the embossing 

process by applying it to the embossing agent 

prior to making the impression. My preference 

is metallic-finish paint because I like the rich 

look it lends to evening wear. See Embossing 

with Metallic Paint on the facing page for 

details on this technique. If some other paint 

finish appeals to you, by all means try it on a 

sample. After all, the whole point is to create 

something that appeals to you. 

Other supplies 
You'll also need an iron and a fine-mist spray 

bottle for embossing any fabric except leather 

and suede. 

EMBOSSING TECHNIQYES 
Plan your design placement before you start 

working. Avoid placing designs over construc

tion seams or on top of the bust point. Since 

you will be working from the wrong side of 

the fabric, you can easily mark where each 

image will go. If design orientation (up, down, 

left, right) is important, be sure to mark that as 
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Embossing is effective on a variety of fabrics, such as 

the cross-dyed velvet (left) and the slinky knit (right). 

well. It's well worth the few extra minutes this 

step takes. 

Types of fabrics to use 
Embossing is permanent when applied to 

leather, suede, and acetatelrayon velvet. 

Silk/rayon velvet will yield beautiful, subtle 

results, but the effects may not be permanent. 

On other fabrics, the results are often disap

pointing: Polyester fleece fabrics will lose the 

embossing once the fabric is washed, and, per

sonally, I don't think it's worth the effort for 

only temporary results. Fabrics containing 

nylon or nylon blends may melt from the heat 

of the iron, and cotton velveteen doesn't give 

good results. My advice is to stick with leather, 

suede, and the acetatelrayon or silklrayon vel

vets. I especially like the cross-dyed velvets 



I 
Embossing with Metallic Paint 

.... A u n iq u e  variat ion of the em boss i ng tec h n ique  is leaf 

f"\ emboss i ng with meta l l ic pa i nt .  This  tec h n iq ue  was 

developed by f i ber artist Marcy Ti lto n ,  an d  it prod uces 

an elega nt effect. Here, I ' m usi ng si lver meta l l ic pa i nt 

to em boss a pa le  b l ue s i l k  sweater. The leaf patterns are 

somewhat i rregular, a n d  they crush the p i l e .  The overa l l  

effect o n  a garment is stu n n i ng, a s  you can see i n  the 

photo on p.  133 .  
A s  with a l l  pa i nt i ng tec h n i q ues, pract ice on scraps of 

fabric before start i n g  you r  project. When there is no 

extra fabric to test o n ,  pract ice you r  tec h n i q ue on the i nside of the 

garment.  Select a spot u nder the arm or near a side sea m ,  as shown 

in the top photo. That way, if  the process does n 't work, you can st i l l  

wear the garment. 

1 .  Select a substantial leaf with a prominent vein pattern on 

the underside. Begin by dabbing a fairly generous amount of 

paint onto the back of the leaf using a sponge brush. 

2. Lay the sweater right side up on an ironing board. Place the 

leaf, painted side down, on the sweater. 

1 .  Heat a dry iron to medium-high temperature. Place a 2 
Teflon-coated pressing cloth over the leaf, then press with the 

iron for 20 to 30 seconds. 

4 .  Carefully remove the leaf, beginning at the stem end. Repeat 

these steps until the pattern is complete, using a new leaf for 

each impression. Then, stand back and admire your work. You 

can touch up missed spots with a small paintbrush. 

Artist's Insi,ght For leaf embossing with metallic paint, 

use sturdy, leathery leaves, such as the camellia leaves 

I used on my sweater. 

I 
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[ RIGHT] I've had good 

results embossing on 

sueded leather (pig suede, 

left) and smooth leathers 

(Iamb napa, right), but try 

a sample of the leather or 

suede you plan to use. 

[ABOVE] These cross-dyed velvet samples show the 

crisp, clear image produced by a deeply carved stamp 

(left) and a less well-defined image from a more 

shallow stamp (right). 
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(where the pile is a different color from the 

warp), which look incredible when embossed. 

As you can see in the photo on p. 124, when 

this cross-dyed velvet sample is embossed, the 

underlying pewter color shows through. The 

sample on the right is a slinky knit, which also 

embosses well. 

Embossing leather and suede is like brand

ing, but the heat is applied from the underside. 

If the leather is too thick, the heat may not be 

able to penetrate well enough to make the 

impression. Some sueded leathers don't register 

an impression well, so always test a sample 

before proceeding. I've had good results with 

garment and upholstery cowhide, pig suede, 

and smooth lamb napa. In the photo above, 

the sample on the left is pig suede, and the 

sample on the right with the smooth finish is 

lamb napa. 



Embossing velvet 
When embossing, remember that the longer 

you press with the iron, the stronger the 

impression will be. When selecting stamps for 

embossing, choose deeply carved stamps that 

will produce a simple, clear image, as demon

strated by the sample on the left in the bottom 

photo on the facing page. Images that are too 

shallow or too complex tend to blur, as 

demonstrated by the sample on the right. 

1. Lightly spray the back of the velvet with 

water from a fine-mist spray bottle. Place the 

depending on how strong you want the 

impression to be. Lift and move the iron 

around slightly to minimize the effect of the 

iron's steam holes. Lift the iron and repeat as 

necessary to complete the pattern. 

stamp (or whatever embossing agent you're 2 �----------------
using to make the image) faceup on an ironing 

board. Lay the velvet facedown over the stamp. 

2. Place a pressing cloth or Teflon pressing 

sheet over the velvet. Preheat the iron to a 

medium-high temperature; do not use the 

steam setting. Press for 20 to 30 seconds, 

Embossing leather and suede 

To emboss leather and suede, repeat the tech

nique used for velvet, but eliminate the light 

water spray. Since leather contains about 10% to 

12% residual moisture, condensation may form 

on the stamp as you press with the iron. If 

condensation touches the leather, it will make 

permanent stains, so you need to keep check

ing the stamp for moisture and blotting it with 

paper towels. 

Leather and suede can shrink or stretch 

slightly when embossed, so take care when 

placing images. The embossing results can be 

unpredictable, so always practice on a scrap 
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piece first. Before making the seat for the 

chair on p. 130, I experimented on a scrap of 

suede with a variety of leaf shapes and 

placement options, then I selected the most 

pleasing effect. 

1. Lay the leather facedown over the stamp. 

Cover with a Teflon-coated pressing cloth, and 

press for 20 to 30 seconds. 
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2 . Remove the pressing cloth and fold back 

the leather to check for moisture on the 

embossing stamp and to see if more pressing 

time is needed. 

2 

3. Keep checking for condensation as you 

press with the iron. Use a paper towel to 

absorb all moisture on the stamp surface to 

ensure that the leather doesn't become stained. 

Embossing with cording 
Although stamps head the list of embossing 

agents, an image can be created with a variety 



of other items. One embossing agent I like to 

use is cording, which can be arranged in a mul

titude of patterns on the pressing surface. This 

is a great way to make a border on velvet. 

1 . Lay cording on the ironing board in the 

desired pattern, making sure the cording does 

not cross over itself, which will make the 

embossed pattern uneven. Lay the velvet face

down over the string and lightly mist the 

fabric with water. 

2. Next, lay a Teflon-coated pressing cloth over 

the velvet. Heat the iron to a medium-high 

temperature, then press for 20 to 30 seconds. 

Handy Tips 
... Some cookie cutters work we l l  as em boss ing 

tools ,  but  avo id us i  ng p l ast i c  or  ny lon  c utters, 

wh ich  wi l l  melt .  The cutt i ng edge on meta l cookie 

c utters may be too sharp to use,  but i f  you turn 

them over, the rol led edge wi l l  usu a l ly work f ine .  

Cookie-c utter motifs can be espec i a l ly charm i ng on 

c h i ld re n 's wear. 

... Heavy cotton lace is a nother terrif ic em boss i ng 

agent, as long as it is th ick  enough to leave a d is

ti nct pattern . Lace i m pressions look great on co l l ars 

and cuffs or even as a border on cropped pa nts. 

3 . Then, fold back the velvet to check the 

embossed pattern. 

Finishing 
Once the embossing is completed, it's perma

nent, with the exceptions previously mentioned 

in the text. For cleanup and storage of stamps, 

see chapter 4, p. 98. 
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EMBOSSED L EATH E R  TAB L E  

AN D SUEDE  C HAI R 

Curving lin" on the omnchai, ,nd 

table soften the contemporary theme of this 

entry. The natural materials of suede and 

leather are in a pleasing neutral palette of 

black, taupe, beige, and cream. The embossed 

leaf images on the chair seat and on the 

black cowhide tabletop echo the natural 

motifs of other elements in the room. 

The spectacular copper-backed 

side chair is made even more 

impressive with the addition of a 

suede-covered seat, embossed with 

a variety of commercial stamps. 

Metallic surfaces such as the copper 

and aged iron of this chair are reflective 

and hard, so the tactile taupe pig suede 

is a good complement. The close-up view 

of the chair seat at right reveals the wispy, light 

feel of the embossed leaf images, which are 

scattered lightly across the seat. 

[ OPPOSITE 1 Leather and suede can shrink or stretch slightly when 

embossed, so plan the placement of motifs carefully, especially when 

outlining the edges of furniture, as on the table shown here. Be sure 

to allow enough extra material to pull to the underside for stapling. 
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B LAC K VELVET EVE N I NG BAG 

A 'imple im'll< ,moo,,,d 

with metallic gold paint dramatically 

defines this black velvet bag. The image 

was created with a commercial stamp, using 

the technique described on p. 127 The glint 

of light from the row of faceted antique glass 

ball buttons highlights the geometric spiral 

of embossing. The weight of the buttons also 

serves as the closure, keeping the £lap in 

place. Two lengths of cording serve as the 

shoulder strap. 



SOFT WRAPPED SWEAT E R  

SUbtle ,ilve, leaf embo",ing enhm"" the pale milk-thi&le blue of thi' 'ilk 

sweater. I used sturdy camellia leaves for this project because they are tough enough to 

withstand the heat of an iron. The undersides of the leaves were painted, then the 

leaves were embossed on the sweater, one by one. To learn more about embossing with 

metallic paint, see p. 125. 





MIYAKI- I NSP IRE D  JAC KET 

Ie beauty of the peacock feath" embo"ed on 

this cross-dyed burgundy velvet fabric speaks for itself. 

The underlying silver color of the fabric is obscured 

until embossing crushes the pile. The simple lines of 

this Miyaki-inspired jacket provide the perfect backdrop 

for the images, making any further embellishment 

unnecessary. The feathers are placed and oriented ran

domly on the fabric, but are relatively evenly spaced 

from each other. 
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FALL ING LEAVES SKIRT 

Oppo<;ng ruagon,l p;edng hn" ",,,ed " the placement gukles fm the 

embossed birch leaves on this black suede skirt. When the skirt is worn and light catches 

the leaves, the diagonal placement and random orientation of the images make it look as 

if the leaves are falling. This, in turn, gives the garment a very fluid feel. 

Be sure to make samples with the stamp and materials you plan to use. I found that 

the outline stamp (shown in the detail photo) embossed a much more attractive image 

than did the solid stamp on this particular suede. 
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sources 

Cheap Joe's Art Stuff 

37 4 Industrial Park Dr. 

Boone, NC 28607 

(800) nr2788 

www.cheapjoes.com 

Art supplies 

Counterpoint 

321 South Main Street # 40 

Sebastopol, CA 95 472 

(707) 829- 3529 

Buttons, clasps, closures 

Dick Blick Art Materials 

p. O. Box 1267 

Galesburg, IL 61 402 -1267 

(800) 828- 45 48 

www.dickblick.com 

Art supplies 

Dover Publications, Inc. 

31 East 2 nd St. 

Mineola, NY "50 1- 3852 

(s16) 29 4?000 

www.doverpublications.com 

Catalogs of copyright-free images 

Dressler Stencil Company 

25 3 SW 41 st St. 

Renton, WA 9805 Y 49 30 

(888) 656- 4515 

www.dresslerstencils.com 

Stencils, stenciling accessories 

Hot Potatoes 

2805 Columbine place 

Nashville, TN 3720 4 

(615) 269-8002 

www.hotpotatoes.com 

Rubber stamps, stamping accessories 

Jacquard Products 

Rupert, Gibbon &: Spider, Inc. 

p. O. Box 425 

Healdsburg, CA 95 448 

(800 ) 442 -0 455 

www.jacquardproducts.com 

Lumiere and Neopaque paint, related 

products 

Nova Color Artists' 

Acrylic Paint 

Artex Manufacturing Company 

589 4  Blackwelder St. 

Culver City, CA 902 32 ? 30 4  

�1O) 20 4-6900 

www.novacolorpaint.com 

Paint 

Purrfection Artistic Wearables 

12 32 3  99th Ave. 

Arlington, WA 98ny8852 

(800 ) 691- 429 3 

www.purrfection.com 

Patterns, stamps, stamping supplies, 

paints, stencils, buttons, fabric, notions 

Re VisionslDiane Ericson 

305 Beach St. 

Watsonville, CA 95076 

(831) 768-8652 

www.revisions-ericson.com 

Patterns (ReVisions Designs and Design 

& Sew), stencils, creative coaching 

The Rubber Poet 

p. O. Box 218 

Rockville, UT 8476Y0218 

( 435 ) 772 - 3441 

www.rubberpoet.com 

Stamps 

SF Designs 

2641 Evening Sky Dr. 

Henderson, NY 89052 

(702 ) 650 -2 345 

samseW®earthlink. net 

Patterns 

Things Japanese 

9805 N.E. ll6th St., PMB 7160 

Kirkland, WA 980 34-n87 

( 425 ) 821-n87 

www.silkthings.com 

Silk fibers, silk-related products 

Utrecht Art Supply 

6 Corporate Dr. 

Cranbury, NJ 08512 

(800) nY91 32 

www.utrecht.com 

Art supplies 



index 
A 
Acetate sheets, 48, 49, 50 

Acrylic mediums, 16-19 

Acrylic paint. See Paint 
Apron, Miyaki-Style, 54, u5 

Art supplies, 138 

Asian Chair Pads, uo-u 

B 
Bag projects, 41, 132 

Baskets, 71 

Bathrobe, Shawl Collar, U9 

Beanbag Chair, U3 

Bedroom, Dragonfly, 106-107 

Bias edge, 72/3 

Black Velvet Evening Bag, 132 

Bookcases, 14-15, 36, 37, 38, 104-105 

Borders Mirror Frame, 48-49, 62 

Brayer (roller), 90, 94, 97 

Brushes, paint. See paintbrushes 

C 
Calla Lily Lingerie Chest, 66-67 

Cats, stylized, 40 

Chairs, 104-105, u3, 130-31 

Children's projects, 102, u3 

Citron and Raspberry Suede 
Vests, 82-83 

Clothing projects 
aprons and dusters, 54, 112, 115 

bathrobes, 119 

dresses, 114 

embossed, 116-17, 133, 134-35, 

136-37 

hand-painted, 39, 40, 42-43 

jackets, 42-43, 76/7, 84-85, 

134-35 

scarves, 39 

shawls, 116-17 

shirts and tunics, 68, 118 

skirts, 72/3, 78/9, 81, 136-37 

stamped, 102, 112, 114, u8, U9 

stenciled, 54, 58-59, 63, 68, 

72-85, 115 

sweaters, 125, 133 

vests, 40, 63, 74-75, 78-80, 

82-83, 102 

Colors, 6, 7-13 

blending, 53-54, 115 

primary, /8, 10 

secondary, 8, 10 

selecting, 14 

variegated, 96-98, 103 

Color schemes, 10-11, 13, 14 

Color wheel, /8 

Comma stroke, 32 

Cording, for embossing, 128-29 

Cotton fabric, 19, 26, 90, 100 

Curtains, Dragonfly, 106-107 

Cushions, 7, 100-101, 104-107, 108-u 

Cutting tables, 27 

o 
Denim, 102, 113 

Desert Delight Jacket, 76/7 

Designs, 15, 27, 33-34, 50 

Dog and Cat Vests, 102 

Dragonfly Bedroom, 106-107 

Dragonfly Suede Table, 64-65 

Drawing, 15 

Dress, Ombre Ginkgo, 114 

Duster, Novelty Linen, 112 

Duvet cover, Jungle Vine, 54-55, 

60-61 

E 
Embossed Leather Table and 

Suede Chair, 130-31 

Embossing, 120-37 

with cording, 128-29 

fabric, 124, 126-27 

leaf, 125, 133 

leather and suede, 122, 124, 

126-28, 130-31, 136-37 

projects, 130-37 

supplies, 122-24 

techniques, 124-29 

velvet, 122, 124, 126, 127, 132 

Eucalyptus Ensemble, 78/9 

Extender medium, 1/18, 24, 26 

F 
Fabric 

brushes for, 24 

drying paint on, 35 

embossing, 124, 126-27 

heat-setting, 34-35, 57 

painting, 18, 19, 33-34, 39-43 

preparation of, 27 

selecting, 26, 35 

stamping, 7, 90, 91, 98 

transferring designs on, 33-34 

See also Cotton fabric; Denim; 
Linen; Velvet 

Fabric medium, 18, 24, 26, 27 

Falling Leaves Skirt, 136-37 

Fall Leaves Scarf, 39 

Fan brushes, 25, 42-43 

Feathers, 134-35 

Flat brushes, 25, 32, 33 

Floral Sunroom Tray Table, 37 

Freehand painting, 22, 33 

Freezer paper, 48, 50, 69 

Furniture projects 
bookcases, 14-15, 36, 37, 38, 

104-105 

chairs, u3, 130-31 

chests, 66-67 

embossed, 130-31 

hand-painted, 14-15, 36-37, 38 

stamped, 103, 113 

stenciled, 48-49, 62, 64-65, 

66-67 

tables, 3, 37, 64-65, 103, 130-31 

Fusible webbing, 109 

G 
Gilt Piped Vest, 63 

Gossamer Organza Pillows, 
108-109 

Graphic Floor Rug, 70 

Graphite paper, 15, 27, 33 

H 
Heat-setting fabric, 34-35 

Highlighting, 33, 53, 65, 77 

Hot Salsa Skirt, 81 

Ideas, developing, 6, 13-16, 22 

Inking plates and rollers, 90, 94, 

97 
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J 
Jackets, 42-43, 76-J7, 84-85, 134-35 

J akarta Jacket, 42-43 

Jungle-Influenced Bookcase, 38 

Jungle Vine Duvet Cover and 
Valance, 54-55, 60-61 

K 
Kokopele, 100 

L 
Lace, 129 

Layered Organza Shawl, u6-17 

Leaf Cushions, 104-5 

Leaf embossing, 125, 133 

Leaf Entry Hall Rug, 69 

Leather 
drying paint on, 34-35, 57, 68 

embossing, 122, 124, 126-28, 

130-31 

painting, 18-19, 35 

projects, 63, 76/7 

sewing, 63 

See also Suede 
Linen, 19, 26 

hand-painted, 42-43 

stamped, 90, uO-U, ll2, u8 

stenciled, 58-59, 84-85 

Lines, 25, 31 

Lingerie Chest, Calla Lily, 66-67 

Linoleum blocks, 92 

M 
Market Basket, 71 

Metallic paint, 17, 81, 98, 106, 109 

for embossing, 125, 132 

for highlighting, 65, 75, 77 

Mirror, Borders Frame, 48-49, 62 

Miyaki-Inspired Jacket, 134-35 

Miyaki-Style Aprons, 54, u5 

Multiple overlay stencils, 48, 

54-55, 61 

N 
Novelty Linen Duster, ll2 

o 
Ombre Ginkgo Dress, ll4 

000 La Layers Wrap Skirt, 72/3 

Organza, 108-109, u6-17 
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p 
Paint, 6, 16, 1;19 

additives, 1;18, 24, 26 

diluted, 28, 33 

drying, 18-19 

for embossing, 124 

preparation for, 2;30 

spray, 51, 69 

supplies for, 138 

testing, 19, u9 

types of, 17 

See also Metallic paint 
Paintbrushes, 23-24, 30-32, 49, 51, 

97 

techniques for, 30-32, 33, 42-43 

Painting, 20-43 

supplies for, 23-26 

techniques, 22, 30-34, 49, 51-55 

Palm Leaf Bag, 41 

Pillows, 100-101, 108-109 

Prints, allover, 12 

R 
Rugs, 69, 70 

S 
Samurai Shirt, u8 

Sanding and sandpaper, 27-28, 

29-30, 35 

Scarf, Fall Leaves, 39 

Sea Turtles Vest, 74/5 

Shawl, Layered Organza, u6-17 

Shawl Collar Bathrobe, U9 

Shirt, Samurai, u8 

Silk, 19, 22-23, 26 

embossed, 125, 133 

hand-painted, 39, 40, 41 

stamped, ll4 
stenciled, 54-55, 60-61, 74/5, 

84-85 
Silver-Stenciled Asian Jacket, 

84-85 

Sisal rugs, 69, 70 

Skirts, 72-73, 78/9, 81, 136-37 

Soft Wrapped Sweater, 125, 133 

Something Fishy Tunic, 68 

Sources, 138 

Southwest-Motif Pillow, 100-101 

Speedy Cut carving blocks, 92-93 

Sponges, 49, 52, 91, 93, 97 

Spray paint, 51, 69 

S stroke, 32 

Stain, 16, 28 

Stamping, 12, 86-u9 

fabric, 7, 90, 91, 98 

projects, 38, 100-U9 

supplies for, 89-91 

techniques for, 91-98 

Stamp pads, 90, 94 

Stamps, 89-90, 94 

for embossing, 122, 127, 128, 129 

making, 92-93 

Stenciling, 44-85 

brushes for, 49, 51 

projects, 38, 58-85, 100 

supplies for, 4;51, 138 

techniques for, 51-55 

Stencils, 4;49, 52-53, 69 

making, 48, 50, 53, 69, 100 

multiple overlay, 48, 54-55, 61 

String, 93 

Suede, 18, 35, 57 

embossing, 122, 124, 126-28, 

130-31, 136-37 

stamped, 100, 103 

stenciled, 64-65, 68, 71, 80, 

82-83 

Summer Swarm Ensemble, 58-59 

Sunroom project, 14-15, 36-37, 

104-5 

Sweater, Soft Wrapped, 125, 133 

T 
Tables, 3, 37, 64-65, 103, 130-31 

Tray Table, Floral Sunroom, 37 

Tunic, Something Fishy, 68 

V 
Valance, Jungle Vine, 54-55, 60-61 

Variegated colors, 96-98, 103 

Variegated Leaves Table, 103 

Varnish, 15, 19, 35 

Velvet, 98, 122, 124, 126, 127, 132 

Vests 

W 

hand-painted, 40 

stamped, 102 

stenciled, 63, 74/5, 78-80, 

82-83 

Webbing, fusible, 109 

Wet-sanding, 35 

Wood surfaces 
preparation of, 19, 2;30 

sealing, 15, 19, 28, 35, 57 

Wool fabrics, 35 
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